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Ky. debuts
electronic
system for
e-EPOs
By BRETT BARROUQUERE
Associated Press
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
new electronic system now in
use--in leffetion -County is
designed to speed up the delivery of emergency protective
orders in domestic violence
cases by making the-Orders
available to law enforcement in
as little as 30 minutes.
Jefferson Family Court Chief
Judge Steven George said he
believes the e-EPO system is
the first of its kind in Kentucky.
George, joined Monday by
other public officials at a press
conference in Louisville, said
the system should cut the time
between someone seeking help
for domestic violence and a
signed order being made available to sheriff's deputies.
Under the e-EPO system, a
person can request an emergency protective order, which is
then electronically transmitted
to a judge for a signature, then
sent to sheriff's deputies on the
street through the Law
Enforcement
Information
Network, making it accessible
through their computers.
"We now have another tool in
our toolbox," Jefferson County
Clerk of Court David Nicholson
said.
An emergency protective
order is issued for up to 14 days
when an allegation of domestic.
violence is made and is
designed to keep a victim and
the accused apart. The order
stays in place until a hearing on
the allegation can be held. After
a hearing, a judge may issue a
domestic violence order, which
can be issued for up to three
years.
Domestic violence orders are
not part of the new electronic
system.
"But, very quickly after a
domestic violence order hear-
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The National Weather Service
Tuesday: Mostly sunny, with
a high near 77. Calm wind
becoming northeast between 5
and 8 mph.
Tuesday
Night:
Partly
cloudy, with a low around 54.
Northeast wind around 6 mph
becoming calm.
Wednesday: Partly sunny
with a 20 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms. A
high near 75. Light and variable
wind.
Wednesday Night: A 50 percent chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Mostly cloudy,
with a low around 57.
Southwest wind between 3 and
6 mph.
Thursday: Mostly sunny with
a 30 percent chance of showers
and thunderstorms. A high near
71. West wind between 7 and
13 mph. with gusts as high as
20 mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around 51.
West northwest wind between 7
and 9 mph.
Friday: Sunny, with a high
near 71. West northwest wind
between 7 and 13 mph, with
gusts as high as 20 mph.
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Filmmaker
schedules
'ghoulish'
auditions
idly HAWKINS 'TEAGUE
Staff Writer
filmmaker who graduated f
Murray State University will
auditions on campus Friday to co
plete his "zombie Western" mov
"Revelation Trail."
John Gibson, who is originally f
Henderson, lived in Murray for nine ye
as he earned his bachelor's degree and m
ter's degrees. He said he also worked r
Murray Electric System for about t
years. He said the movie is already a
two-thirds completed, but that the last p
will be filmed on a fort set in Draffenvi
from Dec. 28 to Jan. I. Auditions will
from 5-6:30 p.m. Friday in the eighth fl
production studio of MSU's Price Doy
Fine Arts Building, room 822.
On the movie's Facebook page, fac#
book.com/revelationtrail, Gibson said he is
looking for a variety of individuals, ages IS
to 70, to fill roles as both humans and
"undead ghouls" for the winter production.
No acting experience is necessary, but passion and dedication is a must Gibson said.
Anyone unable to attend can contact
Gibson at revelationtrail@gmail.com for
other accommodations.
Auditions will be filmed so that other
members of the crew in California can
review them, Gibson said. Actors are asked
to bring a short monologue of their choice
no more than two minutes in length.
"That's if they're auditioning to be a
human, because we do have a couple of
speaking roles," Gibson said. "Not everything will be a speaking role, but there are
a couple. If somebody is wanting to audi-

A

Marketplace 29 A.D.

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times
Hundreds of children and adults participated in Marketplace 29 A.D. Monday morning, as the four-day
event
kicked off in Murray. Sponsored by local churches, it is designed to teach children about the days
of Jesus
Christ in ancient Jerusalem. Above, children watch a blacksmith demonstration before taking part in learning
about ancient instruments under the direction of Breathitt Kelley. At bottom left, Kate Taylor, 4, sings and
plays
a small drum with other children as they all sing, "Shabbat Shalom."

•See Page 2A

4 more headed to court
over reflective triangles

Top Syria cleric threatens
attacks on U.S. and EU
By ZONA KARAM
Associated Press
BEIRUT(AP) — Syria's top Sunni
Muslim cleric has warned Western
countries against military intervention in Syria and threatened to retaliate with suicide bombings in the
United States and Europe if his country comes under attack.
Western countries have shown no
willingness to open a Libyan-style

military campaign against the regime
of President Bashar Assad, who has
launched a bloody crackdown on the
seven-month uprising against his
rule, and NATO's chief said last week
the alliance has "no intention whatsoever" of intervening in Syria.
Still, the prospect of such an intervention seems to have rattled the
Assad regime, although publicly, offi
cials say they are confident there

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — More Amish
men in western Kentucky are headed to
trial over their refusal to use reflective triangles on their horse-drawn buggies.
A state law requires people in slow-moving vehicles to display the bright orangered safety emblem in the rear, but an Amish
sect in Graves County refuses to comply
saying it conflicts with their religious
beliefs.
Eight Amish men served jail time in

would be no such thing because no
one wants to foot the bill.
In a speech late Sunday, Grand
Mufti Ahmad Badreddine Hassoun, a
state-appointed cleric and Assad loyalist, issued a clear warning to the
West.
"I say to all of Europe, I say to
America, we will set up suicide

II See Page 3A
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Confederate artifacts on display at Wrather
By ANGIE HATTON
pher. Rowland said that Brady took
Staff Writer
only a few pictures of Lee.
One man's collection of Confederate
Kentuckians are featured among the
artifacts is on exhibition at Wrather collection. Displayed are cabinet phoMuseum on Murray State University's tographs of Brig. Gen. Humphrey
campus this week.
Marshall, who was from Frankfort,
David Rowland, of Springfield, Ill. along with pictures of members of the
has been collecting U. S. History items 2nd Kentucky Cavalry.
since 1968. His special interest is the
Other locations that Rowland has
Civil War, or what he prefers to call taken his Confederate collection
"The War Between the States."
include Memphis, Tenn., Hot Springs,
"I've always liked the Civil War. I Ark., Mobile, Ala., Nashville, Tenn.
don't know why," said Rowland. "In and the U. S. Air Force Academy in
high school I was upset that we didn't Colorado. He never charges for exhispend more time on it."
bitions, though some locations have
The artifacts on display were all col- compensated him for his travel.
lected from dealers and private collecThe first exhibition was in Grenada,
tors. It features hundreds of Miss., at the town's visitors center.
Confederate items dating back to the Rowland remembers there was a sign
1860s and after the war. It includes hanging up near the collection with his
pictures, letters, envelopes, reunion name on it.
"A lady walked up and saw I was
badges and certificates.
One of the more valuable pieces is from Springfield. She asked me, 'Are
an original tin type of Robert E. Lee you a Yankee?' I said,'No ma'am, I'm
(pictured on 2A) taken by Matthew
Brady, the famous Civil War photogra- •See Page 2A
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David Rowland, pictured above, has been collecting Confederate and other U.
History artifacts since 1968. Part of his Confederate collection is on display
Wrather Museum through Thursday.
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Wrather...
From Front

HAWKINS TEAGUE / Ledger 8 Times

RACER FEST: The Murray State University Racer Band plays in the Curris Center Monday to kick off Homecoming Week with
Racer Fest. The band played as they marched across campus and inside the building during a rally where students could meet
the Homecoming Court and purchase discounted homecoming T-shirts.

•e-EPOs...
From Front
ing, an order is entered" and
made electronically available to
law enforcement, George said.
"For the victim, time is of the
essence," said Marta Miranda.
executive director of the Center
for Women and Families in
Louisville.
Christian County in southwestern Kentucky is set to
become the second jurisdiction
to use the system, with expectations of coming online in a few
weeks, George said.
Jefferson County started using
the e-EPO system in August.
came
announcement
The
Monday because October is
Domestic Violence Awareness
Month.
Greg
Mayor
Louisville

From Front
September after being convicted
of not using the emblem and
refusing to pay fines.
Trials for the additional men

Fischer said since the system
went live, nearly 400 EPOs and
more than 110 domestic violence summonses have been
issued electronically.
The system also has the benefit of easing the concerns of
women who go to the court's
Domestic Violence Intake
Center, Fischer said.
"These folks are in a situation,
frequently petrified," Fischer
said.
U.S. Rep. John Yarrnuth, DKy., said domestic violence
costs about $8 billion a year in
medical services for victims and
lost productivity. The e-EPO
system means a better chance at
protecting victims and preventing lost time, money and, in
some cases, lives, he said.

wwere scheduled to begin
Monday in Graves Circuit
Court, according to The
Courier-Journal. All four are
facing misdemeanor charges for
failing to display the emblem.

From Front
tion to be a zombie, on the other
hand, movement, for me, is key.
So this is a good chance for
them to come out and show how
they think a dead body should
walk around - which is weird,
but that kind of gives me an idea
of 'OK, this person has just got
it, so I want them to be featured
in the film because they know
how to do this.—
Gibson said the additional
shoot in Draffenville was necessary because he had originally
planned to film the end of the
movie in Fort Massac State Park
near Metropolis, Ill. The location fell through when state
parks were closed during the
shooting schedule. The earlier
scenes were shot in the summer
in northern and western
Kentucky, as well as southern
Illinois.
The movie is set in the 1880s.
In the film, a frontier preacher's
life is destroyed when "a gruesome power consumes the
land," according to the movie's
page at www.kickstarter.com.

"He now must make the choice
to give in to ruin, or find his purpose in the fight against the
mysterious undead. Joined by
the town lawman (a man with
entirely different demons), the
two men learn the extremes
they're willing to go to make it
to the next day and the depths
people will go to when they
truly believe in something."
Gibson said that since there are
many different types of
Westerns and zombie movies,
he tells people that the tone is
mixture of
of a
sort
"Unforgiven" and "28 Days
Later" or "Dawn of the Dead."
Gibson said extras do not have
to be available for the entire
shooting schedule to participate.
It is a non-union production,
and volunteer extras will receive
screen credit and meals on set
during meal breaks, the

a Confederate,— said Rowland.
Rowland is a member of the
Sons of Confederate Veterans.
His father was a relative of
Robert E. Lee. Rowland joined
the SCV in 1980. Until last year,
he was not affiliated with a
camp. But when he was in Hot
Springs, a close friend convinced Rowland to join the
James M. Keller 684 Camp.
Rowland does collect some
Union Civil War artifacts, especially those from Illinois.
However. Rowland says his first
love is the Confederate collection. He says those items are
becoming harder and harder to
find.
The War Between the States
collection is in Murray because
of Rowland's relationship with
MSU President Dr. Randy
Dunn. The two lived in Lincoln
in
Apartments
Tower
Springfield when Dunn was
state superintendent of education for the Illinois State Board
of Education.
"I'd talk to him in the hallways. I've never called him
'Doctor.' I always called him
Mr. Dunn," said Rowland.
Rowland wrote Dunn and
asked if he could bring his
Confederate collection to the
area. When he received permission, Rowland packed two large
suitcases with artifacts and
headed south.

The complete American
History collection contains
4,000 items, according to
Rowland. He also has 4,000
baseball cards, and 430 pictures
that hang on the walls of his
two-bedroom apartment.
Rowland, perhaps, has such an
interest in U.S. History because
his family is steeped in it.
His mother's family, the
Leisenrings, were from Mt.
Pleasant, Iowa, and their next
door neighbor and friend was U.
S. Sen.James Harlan. His
daughter, Mary Eunice Harlan,
married Robert Todd Lincoln.
Because of this, the Leisenrings
acquired several Lincoln family
items as gifts. A few, including
an 1864 oil painting of Abraham
Lincoln, and a pair of the president's spectacles, are now in
Rowland's home collection.
Rowland has no plans to sell
any of his collection, although
he has batted around the idea of
opening a museum some day.
"The only way I'm going to be
able to do that would be, one, if
someone wants to fund it, or,
two, if I win the lottery," said
Rowland.
The War Between the States
collection is on display today
and Wednesday from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and Thursday from
8:30 a.m. to noon. Admission is
free.
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ANGIE HATTON / Ledger & Times

A collection of Confederate artifacts owned by David Rowland
of Springfield, Ill, is on display at Wrather Museum through
Thursday. Pictured above, a tin type of Robert E. Lee by wellknown Civil War photographer Matthew Brady. Pictured
below, reunion badges, photographs, postcards, envelopes
and other items make up the collection, which spans eleven
tables.
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Fort Campbell remembrance
ceremony to honor fallen
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)
— A remembrance ceremony
honoring three fallen soldiers
from the 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault) and Fort
Campbell has been set.
The ceremony is scheduled for
4 p.m. CDT Wednesday at the
Division Headquarters on the
sprawling military post on the
Kentucky-Tennessee state line.
Remembrance ceremonies are
held to honor fallen Soldiers
support of
in
deployed

Operations New Dawn and
Enduring Freedom and are held
monthly, as needed.
The October ceremony will
honor 27-year-old Sgt. Jeremy
Summers of Mt. Olivet, who
died July 14 in Afghanistan, 22year-old Spc. Rafael A. Nieves
of Albany, N.Y., who died July
10 in Afghanistan and 19-yearold Pvt. Anthony M. Nunn of
Burnet, Texas, who died May 30
in Afghanistan

Dear Calloway Taxpayer:
Come hear Robin Jergins, of
Cadiz, show her pictures with
Glenn Beck about their
"Holy Land, Support Israel" trip

Monday, October 17th, 6 p.m.
at the Calloway County Library
Sponsor:
Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway County (The Tea Party)
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Pharmacy students provide flu shots to UK officials Al-Qaida confirms.
UK Public Relations
University
of Kentucky
College of Pharmacy students
recently helped UK President
Eli Capilouto and Pharmacy
Dean Tim Tracy prepare for the
flu season by providing them
their immunizations during an
American Pharmacists Month
event at the College.
Third-year PharmD student
Leanne Hewlett, a 2006 graduate of Murray High School,
immunized the president while
fellow third-year student Doug
Deitemeyer provided, the vaccine to Dean Tracy.
"Leanne did a great job,"
President Capilouto said. "It
was certainly a pleasure to
receive my flu shots from some
of the best and brightest pharmacy students in the nation."
"I never imagined I would be
chosen for this event; however, I
honestly can say I wanted to
receive this honor very much,"
Hewlett said. "I am extremely
excited to not only represent the
College of Pharmacy in giving
President Capilouto his annual
flu shot, but also to raise awareness on campus of the importance of the vaccination process.
I am overjoyed and very grateful for this experience."
The pharmacy students also
took medical carts throughout
the College later on to offer an
immunization to faculty and
staff members as a part of
American Pharmacist Month.
"I'm thrilled to be giving the
Dean
his
immunization."
Deitemeyer said. "I'm proud to
be part of a college that has a
Dean willing to take the time to
provide a public example for
everyone's health."
Members of the UK Chapter
of the American Pharmacists
Academy of
Association

IN Cleric...
From Front
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bombers who are now in your
countries, if you bomb Syria or
Lebanon,- Hassoun said in a
speech late Sunday. "From now
on an eye for an eye and a tooth
for a tooth."

killing of US-born I
cleric al-Awlaki

Photo by Karl R. Lawrence, UK College of Pharmacy
University of Kentucky College of Pharmacy third-year PharrnD student Leanne Hewlett, right,
talks with UK President Eli Capilouto after administering a flu season immunization during an
American Pharmacists Month event held recently at the college.
Student Pharmacists (APhA- the month-long observance is to cific area of interest in pharmaASP), are taking every opportu- educate the public about the cy, such as diabetes, immunizanity to educate the public about pharmacist's role in improving tions, HIV, heart disease, heartwhat a pharmacist can do for medication use and advancing burn and others.
them. In recent years, pharma- patient care.
"An important part of the misThe campaign is designed to sion of APhA-ASP is to provide
cists have become heavily
involved with the immunization encourage pharmacy patients to student pharmacists with opporprocess. Most all pharmacy's "Know Your MEDICINE, tunities for professional growth
now offer influenza vaccina- Know Your PHARMACIST," while trying to improve patient
tions to the public. Pharmacists the theme and core message of
care," Ratermann said. "We
are trained on how to administer Pharmacists Month.
encourage student participation
Kelley Ratermann. third-year
the vaccine and UK's third-year
within all of our committees and
pharmacy students were recent- pharmacy student and president
involvement at local
promote
of the UK APhA-ASP chapter
ly trained.
events
so
as to achieve this missaid
the
student
organization
Pharmacists
Month
American
is an initiative by the American stays active in promoting the sion and ultimately try to make
Association pharmacy profession and in a positive difference in our
Pharmacists
patients' lives."
(APhA), the largest professional community outreach.
Hewlett is the daughter of Bill
divide
up
into
conipharmacists
in
Members
of
association
the United States. The goal of mittees geared toward their spe- and Jennifer Hewlett of Murray.
Hassoun spoke to a delegation of
Lebanese women who came to offer
their condolences for his son's death
by unknown gunmen earlier this
month. "Don't come near our country, I beg you.- Hassoun said.
The international community's
unwillingness to get directly
involved stems from a mix of international political complications.

worries over unleashing a civil war
and plausible risks of touching off a
wider Middle East conflict with
archfoes Israel and Iran in the mix.
Hassoun's comments follow
another warning,by Syrian Foreign
Minister Walid Moallem, who told
the international community
Sunday not to recognize a new
umbrella council formed -by-the

opposition. threatening "tough
measures- against any country that
does so.
• Moallem did not specify what
measures Damascus might take. But
he went on to say that countries that
do not protect Syrian missions
could find their own embassies
treated in the same way.

By RYAN LUCAS
Associated Press
CAIRO(API — Al-Qaida's Yemeni offshoot on Monday con,,
firmed the killing of U.S.-born militant cleric Anwar al-Awlaki
late last month and vowed to. avenge the prominent progagadises death.
The 40-year-old al-Awlaki, who died in a Sept. 30 U.S. drone
strike in the mountains of Yemen, was the most prominent alQaida figure to be killed since Osarna bin Laden's death in a
U.S. raid in Pakistan in May. He had been in the U.S. crosshairs
since his killing was approved by President Barack Obama irt
April 2010— making him the first American placed on the CIA
"kill or capture" list.
On Monday, Al-Qaida in the Arabian Peninsula said in ai
statement posted on Islamist extremist websites that al-Awlakl
was killed by an American airstrike, along with three other milt
itants, according to the SITE Intelligence Group, which monitors extremist websites. AQAP, which has become the most
active al-Qaida branch in recent years, vowed to strike back.
"The blood of the sheik (al-Awlaki) and his brothers will n
go in vain; there are heroes behind him who do not sleep unde
oppression, and they will retaliate soon," the group said. -We
and the Americans are at war: we get them and they get us, an4
the end is for those who are patient - they are the ones who will
be victorious."
The strike that killed al-Awlaki also killed a second
American, Sarnir Khan, who edited al-Qaida's Internet magazine. AQAP said two other militants were also killed.
Al-Awlaki, born in New Mexico to Yemeni parents, wai
believed to be key in turning al-Qaida's affiliate in Yemen into.
what American officials have called the most significant and'
immediate threat to the Untied States. The branch plotted several failed attacks on U.S. soil — the botched Christmas 2009
attempt to blow up an American airliner heading to Detroit and
a foiled 2010 attempt to main explosives to Chicago.
Known as an eloquent preacher who spread English-language
sermons on the interne calling for "holy war" against the
United States, al-Awlaki's role was to inspire and — it is
believed — even directly recruit militants to carry out attacks.'
In its statement Monday, AQAP warned that while the U.S.
may have killed al-Awlaki, "it cannot kill his ideas," and that
his death "gives new life and revival to his ideas and style."
It said that al-Awlaki "has students who he taught and disciples who benefited from him all over the earth, who will follow
his steps and his path."
U.S. officials believe al-Awlaki became involved in operational planning for AQAP, and Yemeni officials have said alAwlalci had contacts with Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, the
accused would-be Christmas plane bomber, who was in Yemen
in 2009.
In New York, the Pakistani-American man who pleaded'
guilty to the May 2010 Times Square car bombing attempt told'
interrogators he was "inspired" by al-Awlaki after making contact over the Internet.
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Murray Supply, where knowledge is
always in stock and it's absolutely free! 1151
Check out our website:
www.murraysupplyco.com

$24
"

40 FT.
Reg $34 99

75% OFF!
Pro-Corn
Ventless Wall Heaters

SALE

12 Guage • 3 Conductor

Select Group
of Lighting

3HP

Reg $32.99

Yellow
Extension Cords

25%
OFF! .41•00''

GARAGE
2-3.4 lb • UL RatIng 10-B:C
Reg $21.99

Well House
Heaters

Inc-

Your Hardware, Electrical & Plumbing
Professionals for Over Si Years!
200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY

270-753-3361
Hrs: M-F 7-5 p.m. Sat. 7-4 p.m.
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Obituaries

Kentucky

News in Brief

John Harris, Sr.

AdeIle Dunlap

Funeral services for John Harris, Sr., 86, of Cadiz, Ky., will be
held at 11 a.m. Tuesday, Oct. 11, 2011, at Goodwin Funeral Home
with the Rev. Paxton Redd officiating. Burial to follow at Trigg
Memory Acres in Cadiz.
Mr. Harris died Saturday, Oct. 8, 2011, at Shady Lawn Nursing
Center in Cadiz.
He was a retired truck driver from Alton Boxboard in Evansville,
Ind., and from Lake Barkley State Resort Park where he worked in
the maintenance department. He was a farmer and a member of Oak
Grove Baptist Church.
He was preceded in death by his wife. Rose Loledia Harris; his
father, Robert Fred Harris; his mother, Euna Marie Frith Harris; and
four brothers. Charles Linn Harris, Bill Harris, Milford Harris and
Newton Harris.
He is survived by two sons, Mark Harris and wife, Connie, and
John "Bob" Harris Jr. and wife, Paulette, all of Cadiz; four daughters, Martha Ann Wallace Gonternan and husband, Bob, of
Evansville, Ind., Sheila Harris, of Cadiz, Rose Helene Brooks and
husband. Rick. of Cadiz, and Carolyn Pollock and husband. Luke,
a Murray; two sisters, Delores Nicoletti, of Detroit, Mich., and
Jewel Denny and husband, Fred, of Cadiz; eighteen grandchildren,
eighteen great-grandchildren, and four great-great-grandchildren.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Cadiz' Gideon Camp,
P.O. Box 65,Cadiz, KY 42211 or the Alzheimer's Association,6100
Dutchmans Ln., Suite 401, Louisville, KY 40205.
Arrangements are being handled by Goodwin Funeral Home, Inc.
in Cadiz.

Addle Dunlap was born in Paris, Tenn., on June 9, 1933, to the
union of Earl Dunlap and Erma Lee House Dunlap. She gave her life
to Christ at the age of II and united with the Cedar Hill Baptist
Church in Cottage Grove, Tenn.
On January 28, 1950, she married James Verne11 Henry and to this
union one daughter was born named Daffney
Alice Henry. In 1952, she moved to Murray.
where she spent the majority of her life. Due to
health issues, in 2008 Dunlap relocated to Austin.
Texas to live with her daughter and united with the
Mt. Sinai Missionary Baptist Church.
Throughout her life, she encountered many hard
challenges battling and surviving several major
life-threatening illnesses. Dunlap passionately
loved her family, she genuinely loved people and
she was loved, respected and affectionately known
Dunlap
as "Mother AdeIle" to many.
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to her favorite charities,
ALS Association Austin Chapter, American Heart Association and
the American Cancer Society. Contributions can be mailed to
Daffney A. Henry, 7612 Roaring Springs Drive, Austin, TX 78736.
Visitation will be held on Thursday, Oct. 13, from 6:30-8:30 p.m.
at King-Tears Mortuary in Austin, Texas and on Saturday. Oct. IS,
from 9:30 a.m. to noon at Heritage Funeral Home in Murray. Online
condolences can be left at www.king-tearsmortuary.com.
Arrangements are being handled by King-Tears Mortuary.
This is a paid obituary.

Dan Duncan
Funeral services for Dan Duncan, 38, of Dexter. Ky., will be held
at II a.m. Tuesday, Oct. I 1, 2011, at the Hardin Baptist Church in
Hardin, with Ricky Cunningham and the Rev. Brett Miles officiating. Burial to follow in the McDaniel Cemetery.
Mr. Duncan died Friday, Oct. 7, 2011, at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital after an
extended illness.
Mr. Duncan was born in Ind., on Feb. 28, 1973.
He was the owner and operator of Dan Duncan
Tree Works and a member of the Hardin Baptist
-Church.
He was preceded in death by his mother, Doris
Duncan, who died on Feb. 28, 2009.
He is survived by his wife, Melissa Duncan, of
Dexter, to whom he married on Sept. 4, 1994; one
luncan
daughter, Emily Duncan; two sons, Andrew
Duncan and Sam Duncan, all of Dexter; his father, Prentice Duncan
a .1 wife, Louritta; one sister, Dina Duncan, all of Almo; and by his
father and mother-in-law, Phil and Carol Farnum, of Gilbertsville.
Expressions of sympathy can be made to The Children of Mr. Dan
Duncan Fund, U.S. Bank, c/o Melia Redden or Mary Bynum, 1111
Main Street, Murray, KY 42071. Online condolences can be left at
.vww.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. The J.H. Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of arrangements.

Nancy Sherear
Nancy(Couch)Sherear, 80,of Gilbertsville, Ky., died Wednesday,
Oct. 5, 2011, at 4:50 p.m. at the Marshall County Hospital in
Benton.
Born Jan. 15, 1931, in Paris, she was a homemaker and spent her
working career as a cashier for a large drug store
in Brevard County, Fla.
She was preceded in death by her parents, the
late Harry M. Couch and the late Huldah C.
(Johnson) Couch; her husband, Maurice C.
Sherear; and two brothers, Earl Montgomery and
Donald Couch.
She is survived by one daughter, Nancy L.
Adams and husband, John Sr., of Gilbertsville; one
son, Jack Allen Sherear and wife, Denean,of Palm
Ha.; five grandchildren, Lisa Buchanan, of
Bay,
Sherear
Benton, John Adams, Jr., of Dexter, Joseph
Adams, of Gilbertsville, Jack Anthony Sherear, and Alexis Sherear,
both of Palm Bay, Ha.; and three great-grandchildren.
No visitation or services are scheduled at this time. Interment will
take place in the Florida Memorial Gardens, Rockledge, Ha.
Arrangements are being handled by Collier Funeral Home in
Benton.

Urgent news for WOMEN with

PELVIC MESH
Women with pelvic organ drop or prolapse(POP)or urinary
incontinence, who were treated with mesh placed through
the vagina, may have a greater risk of complications. If you
or a loved one experienced complications after receiving
transvaginal mesh, call us now at I-800-THE-EAGLE. No
fees or costs until your case is settled. We practice law only
in Arizona, but associate with lawyers throughout the U.S.
GOLDBERG & OSBORNE
eitiet
1 -800-THE-EAGLE
41 SO13
(I -800-843-3245)
CC
WWW.I soottweagie.coni
oc`

4* STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones hid. Avg. -11.433.18 + 330.06
Air Products
.83.00 + 2.97
188.50 + 19.01
Apple
29.17 + 0.71
AT&T. Inc
BB&T
22.02 + 1.09
6.28 + 0.38
Bank of America
Briggs & Stratton
14.43 + 0.67
Bristol Then Squibb 12.83 + 0.45
Caterpillar
79.13 + 3.61
t'herron Texaco torp...._98.20 + 3.80
Daimler Chrysler ............4835 + 3.05
9.60 + 032
Dean Foods
76.28 + 2.72
Exxon-Mobil
Ford Motor .
11.20 + 0.52
16.14 + 0.64
General Electric
GlatoSmithKline ADR.-43.75 + 0.87
.120.62 + 0.24
Goodrich
Goodyear Tire & Rubber _10.93 0,63

Murray L

4 3.92 B 5.52
186.62 + 4.23
22.80 + 0.59
22.89 + 0.36
......27.78 + 1.02
+ 1.31
+ 0.74
1236
Merk
+ 0.69
Microsoft
+ 1.08
JC Penney
..61.69 + 0.85
Pepsico, Inc.
+ 0.48
Pfizer. Inc.
Regions Financial ..............3.60 + 0.20
Sears Holding Corp ..._...64.90 +2.78
.32.13 + 1.28
Time Warner
+ 1.12
-....-........--.24.45
US Bancorp
1.74
+
67.53
WeRPoint Inc
54.77 + 1.11
Wal-Mart

HopFed Bank*
IBM
Intel
Kroger
Mattel

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-RI
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800-444-1854
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F
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(The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more ofthe
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy. A fee has been paid for additional publishing or
space.)

Fort Knox soldiers welcomed home
RJRF KNOX, Ky .(AP) — Fort Knox soldiers have been welcomed home after a I3-month deployment to Iraq.
Family and friends of soldiers with the 229th Aviation
Regiment waited in a hanger with flags, balloons and flowers for
soldiers to arrive Sunday, according to The News-Enterprise.
Screams filled the rooms when the buses arrived with soldiers on
board.
Battalion commander Lt. Col. James Posey Jr. told the crowd
the soldiers were excited to be back and ready to go home.
Rita Braden, who came to see her son, Chief Warrant Officer
Jeffrey Braden, held a sign wishing him a "happy birthday." She
said he turned 27 Sunday.
She says she is "very proud of him, very proud of the whole
unit."

Pavi

Clooney's latest film features Kentucky scenes
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Kentucky is playing a starring role
at the box office this week, with the opening over the weekend of
native son George Clooney's "The Ides of March," parts of which
were shot in northern Kentucky.
Clooney directed the film and stars in it as a presidential candidate. Ryan Gosling, Paul Giamatti and Phillip Seymour Hoffman
also star.
The Tourism, Arts and Heritage Cabinet says many scenes for
the film were also shot in Cincinnati earlier this year and that first
lady Jane Beshear visited the set during filming in northern
Kentucky. She said in a statement from the agency that the state
is excited to have a part in the film and appreciates Clooney's
accomplishments.

Few in New Defense lawyer will not help Edwards at trial
Hampshire
monitoring
GOP race
By STEVE PEOPLES
Associated Press
LONDONDERRY,N.H.(AP)—
Mitt Romney's grip on New
Hampshire may be far less secure
than it seems.
Beneath the conventional wisdom, the expectations game and
the evolving dynamics of a newly
settled GOP presidential field,
there lies a stark reality here: Less
than 100 days before the nation's
first presidential primary election,
the state's fickle voters haven't
tuned into the race.
That reality was on display last
week when 10 New Hampshire
women, middle-class mothers with
a strong voting history, shared their
perspectives on the presidential
contest with political researchers
— and had trouble simply naming
the candidates.
When asked who was running,
they cited Romney, the former
Massachusetts governor, and his
chief rival, Texas Gov. Rick Perry,
relatively quickly. One of them
tentatively suggested the name of
Texas Rep. Ron Paul. But they
could name no one' else. They
could not recall former Utah Gov.
Jon Huntsman, who had recently
moved his national headquarters to
a building about 10 miles down the
road. They didn't mention the only
woman in the race, Minnesota
Rep. Michele Bachmann. Nor did
they name businessman Herman
Cain.
"Many primary voters aren't
truly paying attention to the race
right now." says Michael Dennehy.
Hampshire-based
New
a
Republican operative who led Sen.
John McCain's presidential campaign four years ago.
The full slate of Republican
presidential candidates is descending upon New Hampshire for the
first time this week, courting this
state's independent-minded voter.

By MICHAEL BIESECKER
Associated Press
' RALEIGH, N.C..(AP) — A
key member of the legal team
defending John Edwards against
campaign finance' charges will
not represent the former
Democratic presidential candidate at his upcoming trial following questions about a potential conflict of interest.
A motion filed by federal
Raleigh
says
prosecutors
defense lawyer Wade Smith will
withdraw. The move comes
after prosecutors questioned
whether Smith had a conflict of
interest due to a 2009 conversation with a financial advisor for
Bunny Mellon, a wealthy
socialite who provided the bulk
of nearly $1 million used to support Edwards' pregnant mistress, Rielle Hunter, as he ran
for president in 2007.
According to the government,
Smith told Mellon's advisor that

Edwards knew the money was
intended to help him. That
appears to conflict with statements by Edwards that he knew
nothing of the payments.
Edwards is charged with six
felony and misdemeanor counts
related to campaign finance violations. He has pleaded not
guilty. A trial is scheduled to
begin in January.
Smith is among the most wellknown defense lawyers in North
Carolina, with a list of previous
clients that includes members of
the Duke University lacrosse
team cleared of charges they
gang-raped a stripper.
Smith could not immediately
be reached for comment.
The disclosure about Smith
not representing Edwards at
trial was included as a footnote
in a motion filed by prosecutors
Friday questioning whether
another of Edwards' lawyers,
Abbe Lowell of Washington,

D.C., also has a potential conflict.
Lowell previously represented
two potential witnesses in the
case, including the widow of
former Edwards national campaign finance chairman Fred
Baron.
Lowell accompanied Lisa
Blue Baron when she was questioned by FBI agents investigating Edwards and when she testified before the federal grand
jury that later indicted the former candidate. He also advised
Harrison Hickman, a long-time
political advisor to Edwards.
Prosecutors are seeking a
court hearing on the issue. If a
judge determines Lowell has a
conflict, it could prompt his
exclusion from parts of the case.
It could be deemed improper for
a lawyer to question his former
clients on the witness stand in
defense of another client, for
example.
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PLAYWRMNG CAMP: Katie Trzepacz, left, and Sophie Bozik perform an improvisationa
game Monday during the first day of Playhouse in the Park's playwriting camp. Participants performed several imagination-boosting exercises such as the alphabet game, in which scene partners conduct a dialogue with each new line starting with the next consecutive letter of the alphabet. The camp lasts through the end of the week.

Wear comfortable
shoes.

L

1505 Stadium View Drive, Murray, KY

A Personal Care Home

Our Gift To You

:$150
e
i
1
1
I.

Going On Vacation?
Need A Break?

Any Pair of S
. AS
0 Shoes &
OFF Handbags

Valid thru October 15, 2011
Bring in this ad to receive $15(Attie regular price

e

I
I
I
1
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BUTLER & HARBER
North Court Square • Paris, TN 38242
731 -642-6053

We now offer short term respite care.
Call us for further information
753-7109 or 759-1883
Thu Free 1-888-666-9313
Ask for Karen or Tamra

CFSB
Saturday,
matinee a
cost of t1
reserve se
or 753-90
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Rudd to be
guest speaker

MCCH to name Women's
Pavilion in honor of Dr. Jones

Library marketing committee to meet
The Calloway County Public Library Marketing committee
will meet on Tuesday, Oct. 11, at 4 p.m. at the library.

Murray Woman's Club Zeta's to meet

Representative to be available
A representative from the Paducah Office of Legal Aid will
be at the Murray-Calloway Senior Citizens Center Thursday,
Oct. 13, at 9:30 a.m. to provide legal services for senior citizens needing assistance. No fees will be charged to individuals ages 60 and over in accordance with the Title III grant
regulations. Appointments must be made with the director of
the Senior Citizens Center by noon on Wednesday, Oct. 12. If
no appointments are made, a legal representative will not be
available. For more, call 753-0929.

Photo provided

READING DONATION: Recently, Murray Preschool/Head Start received a donation for
Reading is Fundamental (RIF)from The Murray Woman's Club Alpha Department and Kiwanis
Club of Murray to be used to provide books for children to take home during the school year.
RIF is a program that promotes the importance of reading to your child at a young age.

Special to the Ledger
Constance Alexander, of
Murray, an award-winning poet
and
playwright, will be
one of the feaDelta's of Murray Woman's Club to meet
tured writers at
The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will
the
23rd
meet Wednesday, Oct. 12, at 11:15 a.m. at the clubhouse. Carla
Southern
Owens will present a program, "Maintaining Healthy Attitudes".
Festival
of
Hostess will be Karen Olson. All members are encouraged to
attend.
Books, Oct.
in
14-16,
Arts and Crafts show to be held
Nashville,
The 24th annual "Christmas in Marion" arts and crafts show
Alexander
Tenn.
will be held Saturday, Oct. 15, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at hisfestival
lineup
includes
The
toric Fohs Hall, located on North Walker St., Marion. The
show is open to the public, and there is no admission fee. New York Times best-selling
More than 30 crafters from the area will be selling handmade authors as well as regional and
items. Sponsored by the Fohs Hall Community Arts Founda- local favorites. In addition. to
tion. For more information, call (270) 365-3420.
Alexander, the roster includes
Chris Bohjalian, Pseudonymous
Epilepsy support group to meet
Bosch, Charles Frazier, Bobbie
The Epilepsy Support Group will meet Thursday, Oct. 13,
from 6-7 p.m. in the West Kentucky Epilepsy Center, Medical Ann' Mason, Walter Mosley,
Arts Building, Suite 301, East Wing. Meetings are open to all Tom Perrotta and Ann Patchett.
Alexander will talk about
interested persons. For more information, call 762-1566.
"Kilroy Was Here," a book of
Overeaters'Anonymous to meet
poems that tells the story of one
Overeaters' Anonymous, a 12-step recovery group for all Kentucky family in the home
types of eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30
p.m. at Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information, call Marcia at (270) 247-7414 or Jim
at (270) 623-8850.

front during W.W.II. Friday.
Oct. 14,from 4-5 p.m. in Room
31 of the Legislative Plaza,
Nashville,Tenn.
The poems are the result of a
series of oral history interviews
with people who grew up in that
era, and it contains excerpts
from real letters, advertisements, a jump rope rhyme, an
FDR speech. and a recipe for
meatless sausage patties that
came in handy when there were
no more ration tickets left.
Before it was published as a
poetry collection, "Kilroy Was
Here" took top honors in the
open book competition and was
performed in an equity production through New York's
Fireside Theatre. Since its publication,it was been performed by
professional, community and
university theater groups around
Florida,
the country, in
Missouri.
Massachusetts,
Virginia and elsewhere.

.nnounceinen/

Photo provided
RTA MEETING: The Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association met on Monday, Aug. 8, 2011, at the Murray
Woman's Clubhouse for a catered lunch. Dr. Bob McGaughey
presented, 'What We Have Here Is a Failure to
Communicate." Pictured, from left, are David Foley, president
elect, McGaughey, and Jo Farley, president.
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Open Monday-Saturday 9-5 • Closed Sunday

Tylena Estes
Jessica & Seth Grogan
Kayla Hamlet & Jererni Bearden
Danielle & Austin Hopkins
Sara & Josh Jacobs
Veronica Kitchen & Paul Riddle
Nicole & Wesley Klapp
Brooke & Brent Lovett
Ashley Lyons
Stacey & Jarrett Malone
Kendra & Jason Hayes-McCuistion
Deeraya & Chhs McWherter
Samantha Miller & Cortney Catlett
Jessica & Ross Molle'
Holly Morns & Jared Tabers
Amy & Scott Owens
Jami & Brent Owens
Kelsey & Michael Piazza
Lindsey & Dustin Poole
Chelsea & Joe Salodino
Brandi & Mike Schiller

Alexandra Vansickle & Michael Edwards
Nikki Walton & Deangelo Saxton

Sherry & Chad Wells
Carlin & Tyler Wolfe
Me ..,_,_
Bnttany & Jamesgeoj,
., 1 rataiwire
1.fkainiow.
L
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Children's Clothing & Accessories

"Home of All Things Nursery"
209 N. 12th St.• Murray
753-7534
www. laidrabbitrnurra .com
a0•••••••••••0•••••••
issuu lea i SS r•eaeae se

Check Out These Great Homes

Judith Guinan
:7•4714IL41

Pat Cherry
270-24343Ill

117e Offer:
MAssage Therapy • Botoir, Juvedenn•& Larne**• Yoga
1710 C Hwy. 121 North • Murray, KY 42071 • 270.761REST

vA•Av.therettecitotrounny.corn

MUST BE THE FIRST TO VIEW THIS HOME bedroom. 2
bath with new kitchen cabinets.countertops. sank, stainless steel
dishwasher. refngerator, stove and all new, lighting and flooring
Inside is recentl) painted with new carpet, new mini blinds, both
bathrooms totally remodeled, new central heat and air. circuit
breakers, new outlets, and new lighting throughout More insulation added in attic One car garage with new garage door opener Fenced backyard Landscaped New sewer line

Priced at $128,900.'
1268 Palmer Road

- 44
1

One Hour Massage
ody$45antroductory otter)

Priced at $56,900!

1710 Calloway Avenue

s
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Danielle Dunriaway & Justin Barrett

Samantha & Dominique Allen

Justin Herbert and Jessica
Herring are the parents of a
son, Maddox Burnett Herbert,
born on Friday. Sept. 30,2011,
at 8:18 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds one ounce and measured 20 inches. A brother is
Remington' Lee Herbert.
Grandparents are David and
Debbie Herring, of Almo, and
Greg and Debbie Warner, of
Murray.

ri

FALL IS FOR
PUNTING
*Holly, Boxwood, Nandina
*Magnolia, Maple,Pear
444"fee1lx?oeeescu
eke.yea4

Julie & Levi Denfip
Ashley & Kenny Duncan

241 Lover's Lane • Almo

HWY.641 N. • MURRAY Obi
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

*Winter Pansies
*Ornamental Kale & Cabbage

Traci & Trent Cossey

If you are looking for a little room to roam here is the
place for you. Approximately 5 acres with a pond and
lots of trees. Cute little 2 bedroom. I bath home is the
fixer upper's dream. Come on in and make owning
your own home a reality.

& Gifts

an

Morgan & Corby Cook

Jessica & Jonathon Watson

Maddox
Burnett
Herbert

The Geology and Geo-caching Club will meet on Thursday,
Oct. 13, at the Extension Office from 3:30-4:45 p.m. All interested Rock Hounds welcome. For more information, contact
Dr. Durwood Beatty at 753-7772.

price.

Teresa & Stephen Collins

Kaci & Jason Underhill

Geology and Geo-caching club to meet

1))

Jessica Buzzatto & Gene Hooper

Cindy VanDeventer & Harley ()eines

TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public Library. For more information, call Stephanie Cunningham
at 753-6646.

SAS

Michelle & Tim Burvdren
Cassie Burkeen & Colby Donelson

The Southern Festival of
Books is a free, three-day celebration of the written word that
attracts about 20,000 attendees
to meet their favorite writers
and become familiar with talented new writers. The festival
has become one of the most
popular regional literary events
in the country as guests travel to
experience an abundance of
authors and their books, food,
entertainment and culture. Each
year the festival features a
diverse collection of authors to
discus and sign their books.
For more information, visit
http://www.humanitiestennessee.org/ or Alexander's website at www.constancealexander.com. "Kilroy Was Here" is
available through MotesBooks,'
at
Louisville.
Ky.,
http://www.motesbooks.com/Ki
IroyWasHere.html. Books are
also sold through www.amazon.com, www.barnesandnoble.com and the Murray State
University bookstore.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday

CFSB Bank is planning an upcoming trip to Nashville on
Saturday, Oct. 22, to see "Wicked" that will include the 2 p.m.
matinee and dinner at Puckett's Grocery and Restaurant. The
cost of the trip is $189 per person. Seating is limited. To
reserve seating, or for more information call, 1 (888) 226-5669
or 753-9067.

JohnAnne & Shane Batts

Sarah Stevens & Tnce Kingins

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday, Thursday and
Saturday from 8-9 p.m. and each Wednesday at 11 a.m. at St.
John's Episcopal Church, Murray. All meetings are open. For
more information, call Amanda at (270) 227-6645 or Chad at
(270) 873-7375.

Nashville trip planned by CFSB

Baby Registry

Alexander will speak at festival

Narcotics group will meet

Ledger & Timm
proyisationa
ticipants perI scene partof the alpha-

Special to the Ledger
Kevin Rudd will be the keynote speaker for New Beginnings Support Group on Saturday. Oct. 15,
at 6:30 p.m. at
Westside Baptist
Church,
Murray.
The meeting
p
wiizlz
l astart with
and
salad,
and
Rudd
will
speak shortly
Rudd
after 7 p.m.
Rudd says he is "hopeful that
his story will touch some lives
and get some people thinking
about what direction they want
to go!"
Childcare is available and the
meeting is open to the public.
For a ride or more information, call Ron or Linda at 7530156.

The Women's Pavilion at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will formally be renamed to the Dr. Conrad H. Jones Women's
Pavilion during a ceremony Thursday, Oct.
13, at 10 a.m. outside the North Tower
entrance of MCCH. A reception will immediately follow. All community members are
invited and encouraged to attend, especially those who were delivered by or have
had their baby delivered by Jones. For
Datebook more information about naming opportuJessica Morris, nities available with the Murray-Calloway
Community
Endowment for Healthcare, contact Keith
editor
Travis, vice president of Institutional Development, at 762-1908.

The Zeta Department of the MWC will meet Thursday, Oct.
13, at 2 p.m. at the clubhouse. Hostesses will be Cathryn Garrott and Barbara Erwin. Linda Avery will present a program
on "Transplant Importance". Zeta's welcome new members
Shirley Uzzle and Polly Hohman. All members are encouraged
to attend.

sellkimalle,4441111111

bedroom. 2 bath
brick home located on 96 acres Just north of town Renovations
windows doors.
lighting,
plumbing,
electrical.
include, new
central H A. walls, fuss's. septa and well New roof and decking in Nov 2009 Fireplace, window seating, detailed trim work.
covered front porch with ceiling fans and swing are tust some of
the special features of this home Beautifully landscaped Move
in read) This home is a must see'.

COMPLETELY RENOVATED. Beautiful

OVI
testr---"•••111111111111mmammo
ha., Wilma
270-293-3467
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Priced at $153,900!

CAMPBELL REALTY
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CONSTITUTION PLAY: Holly Bloodworth's third grade class
at Murray Elementary School learned about the signing of the
constitution on Constitution Day through performance of the
play "United or We Die." Drama is a part of the Kentucky Core
Content and the school is striving to incorporate it into all of its
classrooms this year.

PUMPKIN CARVING: Kenneth Bazzell, right, a member of
the DOGS.(Dads of Great Students) volunteers helps fourth
graders Savannah Richey, left, and Marina Smart with the
carving of their pumpkins at a recent 4-H meeting at Murray
Middle School.

TREEHOUSE LUNCH: Murray Elementary Guidance
Counselor Amber May works with classes each week about
character education. As a reward for good behavior, students
are chosen to eat lunch with her in her tree house. May is
enjoying a special time with first graders Kyra Jones. left, and
Peyton Wray.

Carol Chapman / MISD
Photo provided

ASST. MANAGER: Trever
Stevens is a vital member of
the Murray Middle School
football team. He serves as
assistant manager of the
team for 2011-2012.

TASTE TEST: Members of the Farm to School Committee
provided students at East Calloway Elementary with a taste
testing event. Amy Ferguson, RD, is pictured handing out
stickers for trying Baked Sweet Potato Fries. Most of the children tried the potatoes and asked for seconds.

Photo provided

FIRE PREVENTION : The Calloway County Fire/Rescue squad and dog visited Southwest
Elementary Kindergarten during October Fire Prevention month.
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WRITTEN BY LEIGH ANNE FLORENCE
CHAPTER FIVE
"Problem with hiring me?" I
repeated, hoping I didn't sound
as shaky as I felt.
"Unfortunately, yes," Mrs.
Grant responded. "In order for
you to be employed and paid by
the library, we must enter your
information in our system. The
same is true for Chloe. When
we entered your information
Woody, we noticed you owed
$1.14 in overdue book fees."
"Oh, no! It must have been
when I kept those Inspector
Gadget books too long. Mrs.
Grant, if! pay the fee today. can
I still get the job?"
"Absolutely." Mrs. Grant
responded.
I dug in my pocket and found
42 cents, a spinning top, a rock
and a piece of jerky. Seeing my
dilemma. Chloe rummaged
through her Hello Kitty purse
and found four quarters and a
nickel. We counted out $1.14,
and Chloe put the remainder in
her purse.
"Woody, it looks like you're
employed with the library! So,
what have you pups learned
about the history and the causes
of the Civil War?"
"We learned the war began in
April of 1861 and ended in
1865," Chloe informed our
boss. "We learned the Civil War
wasn't fought between countries but between states in the
United States, though we don't
know why."
"I can't imagine why our own
states would fight," I added.
"They must have been fighting
over which state could claim
the dogwood tree as their state
tree or something else important."
Mrs. Grant chuckled. "Many
think the Civil War was caused
by one issue, but that's incorrect." Mrs. Grant looked at her
watch and continued. "Before

you leave, spend some time
researching why the states were
fighting - and remember, it
wasn't just one reason."
After Mrs. Grant left, I
searched through a book for
causes of the war while Chloe
searched the Internet. "I wondered if the United States was
split in half. Were 25 states
fighting against 25 states, or
were they divided differently?"
After digging, I read there
were 34 states when the war
began and 36 states when the
war ended. I relayed that information to Chloe. "There are 50
states in the United States.
What do you think the other
states were doing?" I asked.
"I guess we'll have to find that
out in our research. Look,
Woody. This Web site has all
kinds of theories about why the
war was fought. It says after the
Constitution was written, some
states thought the president and
the federal government should
make laws that applied to all
the states. Other states thought
they should have the right to
make their own laws. Those
two differing views caused the
groups to argue. As the arguing
grew more intense, the United
States became divided, and the
northern states squared off
against the southern states."
"That's sad. Didn't anybody
try to stop them? When we
sometimes argue. Mom or Dad
reminds us that we're siblings
and need to love each other and
not argue. Why didn't the president tell the states that?" I asked
my sister. whom I loved, even
though we occasionally disagreed.
I noticed Chloe had opened
her notebook and was writing
down questions. "It seems the
more we discover, the more
questions we have,"' Chloe
responded. "I'm making a list of
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COMMUNITY WORKERS: Jason Pittman, CFSB bank manager. visited Southwest Calloway Elementary Kindergarten
during Community Workers week. Pictured with Pittman are
Chalmers Foster, left. Evelyn Wathen, Erika Onvertos and
Emily Rogers.

•
questions so we can keep track
of our answers." I read her list:
1. There were 34 states when
the war started. What were the
other 16 doing?
2. What exactly were the
states fighting about?
3. Who was the president during the Civil War and why didn't he stop the fighting?
4. What was Kentucky doing?
Was it part of the North or part
of the South?
"These are just the first set of
questions we need answers to,"
Chloe informed me. "There's
still lots to learn."
"I know," I agreed. "Can you
add, 'How were our drums
involved in the Civil War,' to
the list of questions?" I asked.
As soon as Chloe finished
writing. Mrs. Grant appeared.
"Quittin' time, pups. See you
tomorrow after your breakfast
and chores. Oh, and Woody,

your mother called and said it
was extremely important that
you call her before you leave
the library."
My heart sank. I knew she
and Dad had decided we couldn't keep the drums. I figured she
was calling me to tell me the
news so I could calm down
before I returned home. I felt a
tear in my eye. I loved those
drums. Besides. I hadn't had the
chance to practice. I swallowed
hard, picked up the phone and
dialed Mom.

MISD

Come Help Us Celebrate Our 1 Year Anniversary!
A

Kentucky
10
Thanks
Kentucky
sUtilities/LG&E,
Press Association and the KY
Secretary ofStatefor helping to
make this statewide literacy
project possible. Go to
wwwkypress.com to hear each
chapter and try the chapter
activities.

portion of the proceeds

Register
to win a
Year of
Wellness
care!

-1,7c1 to charity

BETTER
HEALTH
':_hiropfuoic & Function°, Rehob
Dr. Patrick Thornton
408 S 12th St., Murray • 761 -PAIN 7246;

sponsored by
EfiLER &TIMES

Carol Chapman

VOLUNTEER LESSON: Heidi Shultz, parent volunteer and
staff member of BB&T Bank, visited each of the fourth grade
math classes at Murray Middle School.
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.edger & Tinies

We're looking to buy the area's finest!
Rare Coins, Gold Jewelry & More!

ledger.corn

We're also offering for sale: investment gold and silver coins.

Wed., Oct. 12th—Fri., Oct. 14th •10 AM-6 PM
Sat., Oct. 15th • 10 AM-4 PM
Baymont Inn • 1210 N. 12th St.• Murray
Call 270-519-1159 For More Info • After 6 PM By Appointment Only
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MID AMERICA
GOLD & SILVER EXCHANGE
We Spend Millions Buying the Best.

Jones, left, and

We Have Serious Buyers for Key Date Coins and Currency such as...

rol Chapman

1893-S Morgan Silver Dollar

1921 Peace Silver Dollar

_
1916-D Mercury Dime

as much as 5,00000

as much as 575000

IA
as much as 510,000N

1901 Barber Dime
up to sl0,000m
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,

IAGER: Trever
vital member of
Middle School
He serves as
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of

the

Indian Head Cent

1909-S VDB Lincoln Cent

up to $500N

up to $2,500N

1-2012.

Also Buying All These and More...
Half Dimes
Seated Liberty Dimes
Barber Dimes
Mercury Dimes

Bust Quarters
Seated Quarters
Standing Liberty Quarters
Barber Quarters

All Commemorative Half Dollars
Walking Liberty Half Dollars
Seated Liberty Dollars
Trade Dollars

All Gold Indian Head Coins

All Gold Liberty Head Coins

Also Buying 90% U.S. Silver Coins
Claim up to 20Xface value!
Paying $20 for Morgan
and Peace U.S. Silver Dollars
(VG or bettu)

We're Also Buying All Gold Jewelry
Photo provided
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Our owners have over 40 years experience buying and selling precious metals. We pay
strong prices for everything we buy. We welcome you to compare us to the local competition. We have and we came out ahead. We will be in town for a few days so bring us your
gold and silverjewelry you no longer use and receive the best prices ever paid in Murray!

Wed., Oct. 12th-Fri. Oct. 14th • 10 AM-6 PM
Sat., Oct. 15th • 10 AM-4 PM
Baymont Inn • 1210 N. 12th St.• Murray
Call 270-519-1159 For More Info • After 6 PM By Appointment Only
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Looking Back
and Mrs. Robert McKinney of
Calloway County, was crowned
the new district dairy princess by
Velvet Alderdice at the Oct. 5
dairy meeting.
A user fee of .045 cents a pound
will be collected from barley tobacco producers as of Oct. I. 1981,
according to Commissioner Alben
W. Barkley, II.
Forty years ago
Army Specialist Fourth Galon
Loyd Outland, son of Mr. and
Mrs. R.G. Outland, was assigned
to the 172nd Infantry Brigade at
Fort Richardson, Alaska.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Weatherford.
Wanda Billington, summer missionary in Bakersfield. Calif.,spoke
at the meeting of the Girls in
Action of First Baptist Church.
Fifty years ago
Toy Laming, a pilot for a number of years. was named as manager of Kyle Field, Murray-Calloway County Airport, by the Murray-Calloway County Airport
Board.
The 1961-62 United Fund Drive,
started Oct. 9, has made good
progress, according to Robert
Wyman, fund chairman.
Edna Darnell discussed the
regional library at the meeting of
the Kirksey School Unit of the
Parent-Teacher Association.
Owens Food Market had special advertisements in celebration
of its third anniversary.
Sixty years ago
• Frank Lancaster of Murray was
one of the committee members
that greeted Monica Lewis, Jane
Darnell and Edmund Hartmann,
movie stars, at Paducah while they
were on a tour celebrating the
50th anniversary of the movie
industry.
Recently reported births include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Doris Harmon; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Tidwell; and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Attebury.
Capt. Emery Hook, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Emery Hook, was stationed at Camp Breckenridge.

Tea years ago
Murray residents welcomed three
new businesses this month: The
Bull Pen, The Big Apple Cafe
and Appletee's.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Darin
Austin; and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Tony Farris.
Gregory Daniel Wilson won first
place in the age group of 0 to
12 months in Little Mr. and Miss
Hazel Day Contest on Saturday,
Oct. 6.
The Murray State women's volleyball team collected its second
straight victory with a three-game
sweep of Ohio Valley Conference
foe Tennessee State Tuesday at
Racer Arena.
Twenty years ago
Pending approval by the end of
the year, the Bank of Marshall
County's owner is planning to
open a new savings bank in Murray. making it only the second
savings bank in the country to be
opened by a commercial bank
holding company.
Ann Dean Carr, associate professor of home economics at Murray State University, will be honored Friday night at a reception
and banquet at the Curris Center
in recognition of 25 years of teach018.
Acting State Police Commissioner Ray Corns has announced the
award of a $59,137 Traffic Safety Grant to the Murray Police
Department.
Navy Seaman James C. Wolters,
son of Delbert D. and Tina 1.
Wolters of Wingo, recently reported for duty aboard the destroyer
USS Stump, homeported in Norfolk, Va.
Thirty years ago
Two reading gardens and the
"Arts Connection" breezeway,linking the Calloway County Library
and the Arts Annex, were dedicated Sunday in an afternoon outdoor ceremony.
Mel Purcell,tennis pro from Murray, called late this morning from
Israel saying he had just won the
Israeli Tennis Tournament.
Karen McKinney.daughter of Mr.

DEAR ABBY: I read the letter trom On My Own in Bloomington, Ind." (Aug. 5), who needed a ride to her colonoscopy
appointment but didn't have transportation. Your suggestions were
admirable, but there is another service you should be aware of.
Many states have a 2-1-1 Information and
Referral Service, often
sponsored by
the
local
United Way.
It has trained
information
and referral
specialists
available 24
hours a day,
Dear Abby seven
days a
week to lisBy Abigail
ten to individVan Buren
uals' needs or
questions, help callers make
informed decisions, and link them
to a variety of community resources
that fit their needs. •
Those needs could be anything
from a volunteer driver for a medical appointment to help caring
for an aging relative, consumer
help. child-care services, finding
a local food shelf, domestic abuse
shelter or chemical dependency
treatment. When you don't know
whom to call, call 2-1-1. It is
available to help you find answers
confidentially. -- LYNETTA IN
DULUTH, MINN.
DEAR LYNETTA: My readers never cease to amaze me. You
always come through with all
kinds of suggestions for any situation. Thanks to all of you. My
newspaper readers' comments:
DEAR ABBY: I have a few
suggestions for "On My Own."
She should contact a social worker at the hospital where her doctor works. Many people have this
problem, and I bet the social
worker will have some solutions.
Second, there is probably a
nursing school nearby. She should
contact the dean of students to
find out whether a nursing stu-

dent would be available and would
like to earn some extra money in
this useful way. -- JACQUELINE,
R.N., NEW YORK
DEAR ABBY: This is one of
the many jobs home-health care
aides are hired and trained for.
My mother has worked for an
agency and has accompanied many
clients on doctor and hospital visits. Many businesses that advertise "senior care" also provide
services to non-seniors with disabilities, temporary health issues,
and people who just need a "friend"
for a few hours.
There are also volunteer organizations that provide similar services, although some may not have
training or appropriate insurance
or be bonded by the organization, as many home-health care
businesses do. -- ALEXANDRA
IN PITTSBURGH
DEAR ABBY: Many senior
centers offer this service for medical appointments and procedures.
The drivers are covered by insurance and are trained on customer
service techniques. My husband has
taken many people for this procedure. He typically leaves his
number with the medical staff,
who call him-when the patient is
ready to be picked up. Rarely do
patients need someone at home
with them afterward as long as
they stay quiet. -- HAPPY TO
HELP IN IRVINE, CALIF.
DEAR ABBY: One solution
of not having family/friends available to accompany a single person for a colonoscopy is to trade
time. I'll go with you for yours,
and you go with me for mine. - RICK IN WISCONSIN
DEAR ABBY: There are nonmedical in-home care providers
in many cities such as Seniors
Helping Seniors that can provide
the transportation and companionship that is needed. Check the
phone book under Home Health
Care and Services or Senior Citizens Organizations, or search the
Web for non-medical in-home care.
-- EILEEN IN LAKE HAVASU
CITY, ARIZ.

ident to fly in an airplane during
a visit to St. Louis, Mo.
In 1932,the first American political telecast todk place as the
Democratic National Committee
sponsored a program from a CBS
television studio in New York.
In 1958, the lunar probe Pioneer 1 was launched; it failed to
go as.far out as planned, fell back
to Earth, and burned up in the
atmosphere.
In 1968, Apollo 7, the first
manned Apollo mission, was
launched with astronauts Wally
Schirra, Donn Fulton Eisele and

R. Walter Cunningham aboard.
In 1984, space shuttle Challenger astronaut Kathryn Sullivan
became the first American woman
to walk in space.
In 1991, Comedian Redd Foxx
died in Los' Angeles at age 68.
Ten years ago: Trinidad-born
writer V.S. Naipaul(NY'-pahl) won
the Nobel Prize in literature.
Five years ago: A plane carrying New York Yankees pitcher
Cory Lidle and flight instructor
Tyler Stanger crashed into a highrise apartment building in New
York City, killing both.
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rvE DECIDED TO APPLY THE
REALITY FORMAT TO MY
COMEDY ACT. FOR EXAMPLE,
WHY CANT THERE BE
REALITY KNOCK-KNOC(
JOKES? /

I E.L_COr•-•)
JON, WHY DON'T WE
THERE'S A FIGURE SKATING
STAY IN TONIGHT, I
COMPETITION ON TV
-11
SURE'I
V
LOVE
WATCHING
THAT,

WONDERFUL!
OKAY, I'M
GUESSING
FIGURE
5KATINe

7

PEANUTS(1,4)
I DREW A PICTURE OF
YOUR DOE,..UJOULD YOU
LIKE TO BUY IT?

ARE YOU A STARVING ARTIST
IF
WERE A STARVING
ARTIST, I'D BUY IT..

you

TAG-SALE
TRICKS
Dear
Heloise: To
make money
on
your
garage sale:
* Put the
address
in
large letters
on your sign.
Otherwise,
cars drive by and don't have a
clue where the sale is.
* You won't make money if
you price items for almost what
you paid for them.
* Put things in the sale that
you no longer want. I marked a
lot for 50 cents, and that added
up fast.
* Schedule your garage sale
around the first of the month,
when a lot of people get paid.
It is nice to have some bare
shelves in the basement! -- A
Reader in Ohio
A PIECE OF YESTERDAY
Dear Readers: Have you ever
wanted a BACK ISSUE OF A
NEWSPAPER but didn't know how
to locate one? What options do
you have? Well, there are a couple of choicesfor you. Many newspapers keep back issues for three
months. Call the newspaper, or
go by -- you can purchase the

by
Heloise

The flip-flops 1 see all over campus in the summer can cause hammertoes, too. Why'? Because in
order to keep them on, wearers
often grip with their toes as they
walk -- and all the extra gripping trains the toes to assume
that position.
How do hanunertoes make your
feet hurt? They can shift the position of the fat pads that normally protect the balls of your feet.
Adding insoles to your shoes could
make a big difference. Many
patients tell me they like the ones
made out of neoprene, the same
synthetic rubber used to make wet
suits.
If your hammertoes are still
flexible, you can buy little "crest"
pads that push the toes down
when you're wearing shoes. There
are also splints and pads designed
to straighten crooked toes. Hot
soaks can help with joint flexibility. and applying ice may help
reduce swelling and inflammation.
Once a hammertoe stiffens, no
amount of retraining is going to
help. The goal then shifts to
accommodating the toe with roomy
shoes and preventing friction. You
can have your hammertoes made
straighter with surgery. Most of
my patients, however, get enough
relief with other treatments that
they don't need to consider surgery.
Hammertoes, bunions, fallen
arches and other miseries of the
feet are not on any doctor's list
of major medical problems. Yet
one of the healthiest things that
we human beings can do for ourselves is walk -- regularly and
briskly, for at least 30 minutes,
at least five times a week. When
"minor" miseries of the feet rob
us of the health and pleasure of
walking. I'd call that a major
problem.
•••••

Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School.

At

paper for its face value.
for safety reasons. Readers,! would
You usually can get specific love your input on this. -- Heloise
articles on microfilm at the library. MORE BANK FOR YOUR
If you are requesting the paper BUCK
for a special date, there are comDear Heloise: I just recently
panies that can provide it as well. realized that I can purchase postage
Check online auction sites and web- stamps at my bank's automated
sites. -- Heloise
teller machine! I know not all ATMs
BATHROOM BOTHER
offer this service, but wow -- what
Dear Heloise: I've noticed that a timesaver. Even though I don't
in most restaurants, the bathroom mail as many letters as I have in
door opens INTO the restroom, the past (I pay a lot of bills over
requiring you to handle the door- the Internet), buying stamps at my
knob or door pull to exit. Many bank is a wonderful service. -of these same restrooms have only Karen in Texas
air dryers, not towels.
SAVE THE SODA
What's the point of washing your
Dear Heloise: When changing
hands before you eat if you have out baking soda from the fridge
to then touch an unsanitary door? or freezer, I don't throw it out. I
I can't help but wonder why the spread it on a tray lined with
doors are not designed to swing paper to dry it out, fill a shaker
open with just a push so you can container with it and use it like
keep your hands clean after wash- cleanser. Works for me! -- Hildeing.
gard in Springfield, Ohio
I also appreciate restaurants
that have pump-type hand saniSend a money-saving or timetizers at the register. With flu sea- saving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box
son approaching, that helps pre- 795000, San Antonio, TX 78279vent the spread of disease.
5000, or you can fax it to 1-210I hope you'll publish the above HELOISE or e-mail it to
suggestions/questions to give Heloise(at)lieloise.com. I can't
restaurants some "food for thought." answer your letter personally but
-- Peggy. via email
will use the best hints received
Consider it done! I'm with you. in my column.
too! But the way the door opens
(c)201I by King Features Syn(out from the bathroom) may be dicate Inc.
due to a building code or done
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DEAR DOCTOR K: I am a
57-year-old woman with hammertoes, which can make walking or
standing painful. The worst part
is that I like to walk for exercise, so this problem is cutting
into my health regimen. What's
the best way to deal with this
problem?
DEAR READER: Ah,the toes.
They're a small part of our bodies, but crucial to keeping our
balance and
walking
or
running well.
And as you
now know.
woes
with
your toes -and hammertoes
are
among
the
most
common -- can
Dr. Komaroff take
away the
By
simple pleasDr. Anthony
ure of walkKomaroff
ing.
Hammertoes are toes that get "stuck" in
a bent position because the tendons and ligaments in the toes
have been pulled tight. They're
called hammertoes because they
look like the little pieces inside
a piano called hammers.
In many cases, the culprit is
fashion. If you are fond of high
heels (particularly ones with pointed toes), and wear them a lot,
that could have contributed to
your problem. We know that supportive, flat-soled shoes are better for your feet (and can be quite
fashionable these days).
Constantly squeezing toes into
narrow shoes forces them into an
unnatural position. Women are
four times as likely as men to develop hammertoes. The shoes women
often wear are the main reason
that women more often have woes
with their toes than men do.
But today's shoe trends don't
get us off the hook completely
when it comes to hammertoe risk.

Hints From Holoiso

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Oct. II, the
284th day of 2011. There are 81
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 11, 1811, the first
steam-powered ferryboat, the
Juliana (built by John Stevens),
was put into operation between
New York City and Hoboken, NJ.
On this date:
In 1890, the Daughters of the
American Revolution was founded in Washington, D.C.
In 1910, Theodore Roosevelt
became the first former U.S pres-

TV 15
YOU KNOW
TOTALLY DOMINATED By
REALITY 51.10W5?

Several treatments can
relieve hammer toe pain

Singles needing volunteer help
have many options to choose

Today In History
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Wake up
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Was inactive
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Writer Follett
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TYLER STONE RECORDS
FOUR GOALS IN WIN

By GREG WABOELL
Assistant Sports Editor
Pacing the sidelines
before the second district
soccer tournament opener
Monday night, Calloway
County head coach Mark
Kennedy seemed visibly
shaken. Ask him and he'll
tell you he was nervous.
He's not afraid to say it. But
when he adds that his girls
were feeling much the same
way it seems a little harder
to believe.
If the Lady Lakers were
feeling any effects of the
butterflies, they sure didn't
show it against Mayfield,
jumping out to an early lead
before cruising 7-1. Still,
Kennedy said he did his best
to keep the team loose
before they took the field.
Once there (though) they
never seemed more cornfotable.
"I don't think they
(looked nervous at all) but
they admitted it and we all
admitted it," he said. "I kind
of broke the ice because I
thought they might be nervous so I said I couldn't know
what was wrong with me
this afternoon and I couldn't
figure out how I was feeling
and I realized I was nervous
because I really honestly
thought we were in the position at this point and time
that we're not shocking people. We were probably
expected to win this game I don't think by the score
that we did - but we were
expected to win for a change
so it was just an entirely different feeling of having the
outside expectation on us
now frortv the fans and the

Up Next
2011 2nd District Girls
Soccer Tournament

•See GIRLS 28
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2011 BOYS SECOND DISTRICT
SOCCER TOURNAMENT:
CALLOWAY CO. 9, MAYFIELD 0

Lakers cruise
past hapless
Mayfield 9-0 in
district tourney

CALLOWAY CO.
ADVANCES TO
PLAY MURRAY

Tonight
Murray vs Calloway County 5 p m

SECTION B
e-mail: sportsemurrayledger.com

2011 GIRLS SECOND DISTRICT SOCCER TOURNAMENT: CALLOWAY CO. 7, MAYFIELD 1

GREG WADDELL / Ledger & Times
Calloway County midfielder Neely Gallimore and the Lady Lakers extended their unbeaten streak to eight
games Monday night as they knocked off Mayfield in the first round of the 2011 Second District Girl's
Soccer Tournament. They advance to play Murray today at 5 p.m.

By GREG WADDELL
Assistant Sports Editor
For all the the hype leading up to the 2011 boys
second district soccer tournament, things started
in a relatively uneventful manner for the
Calloway County Lakers Monday night as they
cruised past Mayfield 9-0.
Still, though the game was over for all intents
and purposes shortly after starting, Calloway
head coach Brandon Morris said the team
learned a lot about how to move forward after
ironing out a couple of wrinkles.
"I think we possessed the ball well and think
we won balls in the air and kept our formation
pretty well and our spacing," Morris said."I don't
think we were spectacular. We could have played
better. We were kind of flat. We could have fmished a little better in the first half for sure and
then maybe just had a little more energy on the
ball but it's hard. It's hard for these guys to get up
for a game like this when you've handled a team
so well throughout the season. It's hard to kind of
pump yourself up and be all energized. We did
well with the situation we were put in."
Despite the lopsided score, the biggest advantage the win may have given the Lakers is the
day to ease into the new format of tournament
time.
"(The guys)kind of get their rnind.set that we're
in the tournament now," he said. "That's the
advantage, I think, of playing an early game like
this. (It) gets people's nerves out of the way. We
have a lot of guys who it's their first time to play
in a district tournament so I think that's the main
thing for tonight. We played everybody too. The
whole bench got in and people got quite a bit of
time. That's the main thing. If we need anybody
on Wednesday night, hopefully we can throw in
guys and be comfortable and be ready to play."
But for all the things Calloway has learned
about itself thus far, the most exciting may prove
to be the emergence of a new goalscorer to compliment Nick Holt up top and eventually assume
the reigns of go to man when he graduates.
Morris said Tyler Stone, who picked up four
goals in the win, may have had his coming out
party Monday.
"Last year as a JV player, I think he had maybe
three four goal games. He's going to be the heir
to that Nick Holt-forward type thing. That's what
we're kind of looking for him to start stepping
into these roles offensively and becoming more
aggressive and shooting more often and making
better runs off the ball. He showed tonight that
he's ready for that role and next year for sure.
That's the main thing. He's becoming more comSee BOYS,28
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2011 FOURTH DISTRICT VOLLEYBALL TOURNAMENT

Murray bows out to top seed

9

4

SPORTS

KYLE ROGERS / Ledger & Tknes
Catherine Claywell (11) would score five points to lead
Murray High but they would fall 2-0 Monday night.

Lakers fall short in second set

By KYLE ROGERS
By KYLE ROGERS
Sports Wnter
Sports Writer
At the first game of the Fourth
During the night cap of the first
District Volleyball Tournament, the round of the Fourth District
Murray High Lady Tigers fell to top Volleyball Tournament Monday
seeded, and host school, Christian night, the Calloway County Lady
Fellowship. The Lady Eagles won 2- Lakers lost a 2-0 match to the second
seeded Marshall County Lady
0, 25-16 and 25-15 Monday night.
Inside a packed and energetic Marshals.
gymnasium, the Lady Tigers held
The Lady Lakers came out of the
with Christian Fellowship in the first gates slow and allowed the Lady
set on the back of an ace from senior Marshals to build and hold a small
Shelby Crouch until the Lady Eagles lead before pulling away and finishstarted pulling ahead.
ing off the first set 25-15.
"The first set we came out very
"We played well at first," Lady
Tiger head coach Clare Boggess headstrong," Lady Laker head coach
said. "We did some really good Samantha Hobbs said. "We kind of
things. Then we just kind of lost our got a little jumbled and just didn't
momentum a little bit. (Christian seem like it was as strong(as the secFellowship) served and placed some ond set)."
The second set was a different
shots in some places we weren't in
and couldn't really set up for. story however, as Calloway County
Catherine Claywell, who is our lead- jumped out to a 4-0 advantage. After
ing hitter, forgot where her control Marshall County answered, cutting
the lead to 5-4. the Lady Lakers
was and that kind of hurt us."
Murray High got a boost early in score five staight points. l'he set conthe second set, when down nine,jun- tinued that way, with both teams
ior Julia Curtis stepped up to serve exchanging runs, until the end when
and the Lady Tigers cut the lead to both teams battled point against
four. With the Murray High faithful point. The Lady Marshals finished
behind them, the Lady Tigers pushed off the set by a score of 25-23.
"The girls wally, poured _their
forward when Crouch also served a
five point rally to keep her team hearts out on that second set," Hobbs
said. "We had a couple of little silly
close to the Lady Eagles.
"They're a very good team," mistakes, things that got us throughBoggess said. "Very well coached, 'out the second set. I was very proud
with very good fundimentals. But of the team as we came back for the
one thing I have to say about the second set. It was just those little
(Lady Tigers) though. is they did a minor mistakes that got us in the end.
super job in not giving up. Aisha But I was really proud of the teamFields unfortunately struggled work."
Hobbs noticed something in her
tonight. Hannah Wilson came in and
played wonderfully, I couldn't have team as they prepared for the second
asked any more from her. She works set after falling 25-15. And that was,
so hard and did a really good job. that there was no difference in her
KYLE ROGERS r Ledger & Times
They didn't give up. They fought to players' demeaner and drive.
Kristen Dennis and the Lady Lakers fought vallainty
but untimately fell to Marshall County 2-0.
•See LADY LAKERS, 26
•See LADY TIGERS, 2B

SPORTS
•Boys
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From Page 1B
fortable with the team on the ball
on the varsity level and the speed
of play. His finishing has always
been top notch. When he's inside
the 18 and picks his head up he
can bury it. Hopefully, he continues this throughout the tournament and then the next two years.
Hopefully he keeps that confidence and keeps rolling."
As for this season though,
regardless of how far his takers
can advance Morris said his team
isn't intiniidated easily. Whoever
they play will get a game.
"I think we can play with anybody in this district but I think
both (Marshall County and
Murray) are tossups,- he said. "I
think homefield does help us so it
might sway in our favor but, honestly, it's whoever comes up that
day. There is no guarntee. I think
of the four teams that are left in it.
anybody could win."
Time will tell.

Up Next
2011 2nd District Boys
Soccer Tournament
GREG WADDELL Ledger & Times
Nick Holt and the Calloway County Lakers blitzed Mayfield 9-0 Monday night to earn a
matchup with Marshall County Wednesday.
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From Page 1B
the very last one. I'm pround of
them for that."
Claywell led the Murray High
squad with five points. Crouch
added three, Jessica Vance with 2
and Maddie Waldrop scored hers
in the form of a kill. Claywell
added two blocked shots and both
Crouch and Morgan Huston
scored aces.
Fields anchored the setter
position with four assists. Wilson
followed with two assists of her
own and Crouch added one.
Defensively, Claywell recorded
six digs, while Curtis almost
matched with five. Crouch and
Vance had three digs each and
Huston and Wilson tallied two
and Fields had one.
With the loss, not only comes
the end of the 2011 season but the
end of the high school careers of
three senior players. Claywell,
Crouch and Hutson all played
their last game in a Lady Tiger
uniform.
"Our three seniors are incredible young ladies, as well as ath-
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The Murray Ledger & Times wants you to share your
photographs of people in our community at work,and at play.
When you submit photographs for our "Scene in the Community"
page, please include the event, the date, place, organization or group,
as well as the name of everyone in the photograph. Only a certain number will appear because of space. There is no guarantee a submission
will be published. No photo over 2 months old will be accepted.
OW led=
They may be submitted in a JPEGTOirnat to
composing@murrayledger.com.
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May be dropped off at the Ledger office at 1001
Whitnell Ave., or mailed to
P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.
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Prep Girls Soccer
Second District Tournament
at Calloway County
Monday
Calloway County 7 Mayfield 1
Tonight
Murray vs Calloway County 5 p m

Mawr League Baseball
All Times CDT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
(Best-of-7. s-it necessary)
American League
All games televised by Fox
Texas 2, Detroit 0

AL

Adver%
the first

error MI

respons

insertior
Prep Boys Soccer
Second District Tournament
at Calloway County
Monday
Calloway County 9 Mayfield 0
Graves County 3,Communrty Christian
Tonight
Murray vs Graves County 7 p m
Prep Volleyball
Fourth District Tournament
at Christian Fellowship
Monday
Chntian Fellowship 2 (25-16 25-151
Murray 0
Marshall County 2 125-15, 25-23).
Calloway County 0
Tonight
Christian Fellowship vs Marshall
County. 6 p m

Saturday, Oct 8 Texas 3. Detroit 2
Sunday. Oct 9 Detroit at Texas. ppd
rain
Monday. Oct 10- Texas 7. Detroit 3, 11
innings
Tuesday. Oct 11. Texas (Lewis 14-10)
at Detroit (Fister 11-13), 705 p.m
Wednesday. Oct 12: Texas (Harnson
14-9) at Detroit (Porcello 14-9). 3 19
pm
National League
All games televised by TBS
Milwaukee 1, St. Louis 1
Sunday, Oct. 9: Milwaukee 9, St. Louis
6
Monday, Oct. 10: St. Louis 12,
Milwaukee 3
Wednesday, Oct. 12: Milwaukee
(Gallardo 17-10) at St Louis (Carpenter
11-9), 705 p m.
Thursday. Oct 13: Milwaukee (Welt 1310) at St Louis (Lohse 14-8). 705 pm
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•Lady Lakers
letes" Boggess said. "Morgan
Huston, she has been fighting
through a stress fractures for a
majority of the season. She
worked hard every day in practice, she never complained. She
did what she had to do, you really can't punish a girl in that situation. Shelby Crouch, she's a great
leader. For both of those girls to
give such great effort and do such
a great job, it shows their athletisism and we're going to really
miss them"
"And Catherine Claywell,she
is an amazing, amazing athlete.
know that she'll out there doing
great in track. We know we'll be
able to watch Shelby in basketball and Morgan in softball.
That's the cool thing, is that they
aren't just one sport athletes and
they're going to have that chance
again. They're wonderful young
ladies and we will miss them next
year."
_ Murray High ends their season
with an overall record of7-22 and
a First Region record of 5-17.

From Page 1B
"We played amazingly coming out," Hobbs said."Our serves
are really what made the difference. Our servers Kristen Dennis
and Allison Rogers were very
strong. And that made a big rally
for us in the second set."
Dennis and fellow senior
Ashleigh Wolfe led the way with
five points apiece. Rogers added
three, while seniors Lexie Watson
and Dera Hale recorded two each.
Senior Katlyn Cook also added a
point for the Lady Lakers. Hale,
Rogers, Watson and Wolfe all tallied an ace. Rogers dished out six
assists, followed by Hale with
three. Both Dennis and Watson
recored an assist.
In total, Calloway County
slammed home nine kills. Watson
had five, Cook and Hale added
two apiece, and Rogers and
Dennis had one each. On the
defensive end, senior Crystal
Millard led with two digs. Watson
and Dennis each had a dig of their
own.
Eight seniors helped make up

this Lady Laker squad who
played their final game in a
Calloway County uniform as they
were eliminated from the district
tournament.
"(The seniors) have done the
most amazing thing to start legacies at this program," Hobbs said.
"This is a group of eight girls who
have been on an amazing run of
success. This is a group that has
set records. This season is the second best record in program history. This was also the very first
time we've ever swept Murray
High. They set the record of
being the first(Lady Laker) team
to be third seed in the District
Tournament. So the leadership
that these girls have set, will set
the bar for the girls to come. We
were hoping for tonight, but then
again, I know they layed that last
set on the line and they gave
everything they had that last
time."
Calloway County ends their
2011 season with an overall
record of 14-20 and a First
Region record of 8-12.
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From Page 1B
administration and people
around the area who know now
that we can play soccer. It wasn't just that inner expectation in
cur circle anymore."
Still, Kennedy said it was
hard to pick out one thing that
stood out. From his viewpoint it
was all good.
"The biggest thing for us that
we did well tonight and we did
a bagful of stuff right was finally finishing," he said. "We've
created those opportunities all
year and we've been really spotty about when we take those
opportunities and for the most
part we took eyery one. We
missed probably three or four
chances but other than that we
took every opportunity we had
tonight. Other than that we
played solid across the back. We
finally got some things sorted
out in the central midfield
where we anchored the middle
down and connected the ball
across there and really played
well."
Calloway opened the scoring
just three minutes into the game
as Allie Daniel rattled home a
shot in front of goal while
Hannah Scarbrough would add
her own at the 19 minute mark
followed by another early in the
second half. Sara Warm would

get in on the action as well,
notching two of her own in
rapid succession before Neely
Gallimore would smoke in a
shot from the top of the box off
an assist from Laiken Balmer.
Mayfield would salvage one
'goal with nine minutes to play
off an indirect kick but a Megan
Pittenger strike in stoppage time
would push the lead to six goals
again where it would stay.
Still, though they played well
Monday the momentum they've
built to this point might be the
biggest edge the Lady Lakers
have moving forward aftre the
win Monday night pushes them
to 7-0-1 in their last eight
games. That and the killer
instinct they seemed to develop
on the fly Monday night.
"You want that (killer
instinct) all the time but at tournament time (it definitely is crucial,)" Kennedy said. "It's got to
send a message to people. So it's
important. It's a psychological
deal. I don't think we're going to
scare Murray's socks off of
them tonight by the score line
because they're a good team and
we, again, have to play
absolutely flawless tomorrow
but I think we've hit our stride at
the right time and on any given
night anything is possible."
Given the big win to push

them into tomorrow's semifinal
against their rival, Kennedy
noted that bow far his girls have
come is a testmament to how
hard they've worked.
"It took us a while to figure
things out," he said. "The girls
have put in a lot of hard work
but it took us some time to figure some people out and where
they would fit in better and asking some people to play outside
of their comfort zones.
Dropping Neely from the front
to the center mid has been a
huge help to us and she took
that role on and gave up the
goals to help the team win.
That's monumental about how it
speaks of her character but
that's been our whole team.
We've asked people to shuffle
around here and there. We started Callie Emerson and we
dropped her to sweeper. It's just
a matter of finding the right personnel to fit the system the way
we want to play. I couldn't be
happier and I couldn't be prouder right now."
Despite all the uncertainties
surrounding tonight's game,one
thing is certain - this has been a
heck of a year for Kennedy and
his girls and they're not quite
ready for it to end.
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Legal
Notice

060
Legal
Notice

Attention: Vendors of Coal, Wood, Kerosene,
and Propane.
This year West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., will
be advertising for both Subsidy and Crisis Vendors
for the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program
Beginning November 7, 2011, West Kentucky Allied
Services, Inc. will be administering the Subsidy
Component ofthe Low-Income Home Energy AstrIstance
Program. Beginning January 3, 2012 or until fund,
are expended, West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc.
will be administering the Crisis Component of the
Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program.
If you or your company is interested in becoming an
approved Vendor for the Subsidy and/or Crisis
Component, you may obtain a Vendor's Application
Packet from West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., at
222 West Water St Ma field, KY 42066 or your
local WKAS/CSBG Office in the county you reside.
A vendor meeting will be held at the West Kentucky
Allied Services, Inc., Central Office located at 222
West Water St.. Mayfield, on Thursday October 13th,
2011 at 10:00 a.m, in the Ross/Boyd Conference Room
'The completed application and signed Vendor
Agreement for both Subsidy and Crisis Programs
must be returned to WKAS Central Office, no later
than October 24, 2011.

060
Help Wanted

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.
..3.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the ridnt to relect or
edit any submitted matter
Y.,(2.1-13 1 INF AD 4. *Jo li WIt t z WW1, • Qi.,
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Wed.12 p.m.
Thtx.12 p.m.
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PUBLIC NOTICE
The Murray Planning Commission will hold a public
hearing on Tuesday, October 18, 2011 at 500 p.m in
the council chambers of City Hall located at 104 N.
5th Street to review the Preliminary Plat for a
Commercial Planned Developmental Project iArby's
Restaurant) at 307/309 N. 12th Street- Rajiv Jobar
The Murray Board OfZoning Adjustments will hold
a public hearing on Wednesday, October 19, 2011 at
4:30 p.m. in the council chambers of City Hall
located at 104 N. 5th Street to review the following
applications: Conditional Use Permit for a
Commercial Planned Development Project I Arby's
Restaurant) at 307/309 N. 12th Street- Rajiv Johar;
Conditional Use Permit to allow four non-related
persons to occupy the premises at 1655 Ryan
Avenue- Robert and Stefane Bradley (property owners)

GET THIS IX!
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
Give your car a break
ith a complete detail,
handwash. & wax
It will make your car
Pick Up And Delivery'
753-4801
LOLOS DESIGNS
-New School Spirit We,
'M H.S & C H.S'
Toddler To Adult Sum'.
BOOTH229 @
TRENDS &
TREASURES
978-3182
PENNI Pt ‘11'1•1\
PV1C11
spoil Rd
I ollicx sipe.
let ate
h% it%
Ptinirkin
,
.iil siies
I
753-4132• 293-0348
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

you
it Or
t.
airSepela 17El ilie:1"
need a place to
meet?
•
•• Rent The
• Woodnien of
The World Hall

050
Lost and Found.
FOUND: black & white
spotted cat. Campbell
Estates area.
809-3808.

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times,

Call 753-1916

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwodc.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be just the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available.
Apply at: Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge. Apply in
person after 7:00PM.
No phone calls.
HIRING experienced
servers and cooks.
Apply in person at
Crossroads, Hardin,
KY. No phone calls
please.
LOCAL casual dining
restaurant looking for
manager.
assistant
Must have restaurant
experience
E-mail
to:
resume
dbruce0 summitfoodsinc.com

VISA

060
Help Wanted

n

Help Waited

eed Somewhere to

Store your Slur

We Offer:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

Manpower
Manpower is conducting JOB INTERVIEWS for an
established manufacturing corporation.
Pella Windows and Doors seeks qualified
candidates to fill IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812

HOUSE FOR SALE:
$289,900

Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

Beautiful, newly constructed
home located on

producbon personnel in Murray, Kentucky.
1st and 3rd Shift positions available
Call 2713-767-2518 or 731-642-0001 for more infcenabon
Must have a clear criminal background and be drug free
Producbon experience preferred but will consider exceptional candidates
Manpower offers: Medical, Dental, 401k, Life Insurance, Holiday
and Vacation Pay.
Apply

"This project funded in part, under a contract with
the Department for Community based Services,
Cabinet for Health and Family Seruices, with fund,
from the Community Services Block Grant Act of th.
Department of Health and Human Services."

Naellissie

:hasei

Von*
Sul Saver
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Ffidly

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for
Ashley Morris or Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927

(270) 75S-4377- Pay
I12701492-1105- Night

_sr

DEADLINES

$8.50 Column Inch, Wel. Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Ail 3 Ads Must Fun Within o Day Period i
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I irs.:1 xis'-.

i 12,
aukee
its (Carpenter

(gib

at wwwmanDoweriolas.com

GARLANE
RENTAL

78 Rippling Creek in
Saratoga Springs ll subdivision.

"If you've got it, we can store It.

Over 2800sqft, 4 bedrooms,
2.5 baths, with bonus room.

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations

Steve Dublin: 270-293-8919

• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St
Lights. Electricity. and 2417 Surveillance

Equal Opportunity Employer
Drug Free Workplace

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

Used Cars

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

060
Help Wanted
F you are looking to
make
some
extra
money and you have a
Class B CDL, we are
now hiring Snow Plow
Operators. Minimum
of a Class B CDL w/airbrake
endorsement
and up to date DOT
physical is required.
Applicant must pass
drug screen and have
a clean MVR. Work
will be on an "as needed' basis during winter
weather events. Pay is
$20/hr. If you are interested in joining our
team, please call 270247-1400 or you May
e
m
a
i
I
melissaayeclIc.com
with your contact information. We are an
Equal Opportunity
Employer.
LOCAL
equipment
rental company looking
for a full-time truck driver. Class A CDL
required.
573-651-6466,
270-527-9494

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
Want to buy running
and non-running cars
and trucks. KEY AUTO
PARTS 759-9694
150
Adicies
For Sale
4X6 extenor electrical
business sign, cash
register
(seperates
depts & clerks sales)
c.card terminal.
270-978-2176
CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS
has
bargains
at
Trends-N -Treasures.
Buy/appraise
coins.
270-753-4161
LADIES quality clothing. Sizes 4-10. Most
$5 or less. Next two
weeks
at
The
Bookmark. Call
293-7429

Rotech
Healthcare,
parent company for
Pulmo Dose Pharmacy
and Sleep Central, has WASHER/DRYER,
positions available for Broyhill furniture, 1987
Patient
Service RAM
50
pick-up,
Representative
and 49,000 miles.
Patient
Care 753-4109
Coordinator.
Candidates must have
Apalances
good communication
skills and computer
skills. All positions
LARGE
require minimum eduSELECTION
cational background of
USED APPLIANCES
high
school
WARD-ELKINS
diploma/GED equivaE Smith 12th St
lent. Please notify us of
your interest by email(270) 753-1713
ing
us
at
resume.pulmodose@r
160
otech.com or you can
Home Furnishings
stop into our location to
complete an applica1211.
entertainmen
tion, M-F 8am-5pm, at
center, excellent condi
120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray, KY 42071. We lion. End tables, coffee
tables & other furniture
are eoe/aa/mfdv.
For more info 761-4155
REAL Estate agent. 1st
Kentucky Reality.
270-978-1202

210
Firewood

SEAMSTRESS & cut
ter. 270-753-3753
WANTED, CDL dnver
with flatbed experience, 35e per loaded
mile. 270-227-2220

HOUSE CLEANING.
Please call
270-293-5806

Lovely 3BR
brick.
Ready to move in. Must
see to appreciate.
753-5344, 227-2280

Cornputers

FIREWOOD delivered
Call for prices. 293
1357 or 270-559-1424.

Mobile Homes For Sale

'OWNER FINANCE••
Doublewide with land.
Nice large corner lot.
133 Joseph Dr. Almo,
KY
$3950
down
$615/mo. Call Ruthie
27Q-753-2222

2BR, newly remodeled
near lake, no pets. Gas
& water included $480plus deposit.
227-0004
DOUBLE
Wide, 3
Bedroom.
270-293-6116
320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1BR, IBA with appliances. $350/mo +
deposit. Chris Drive.
978-1286.
2BR, 2 full bath duplex,
all appliances & washer & dryer, cable &
water
furnished.
$600/month, no pets.
104 Park St.753-2225.
1st Full Mo. Rent Free
Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive_
I BR & 2BR Apts.
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 .
6
Equal opportunity

270-753-2905
Houses For Rent

Storage Rentals

3 Bedrooms, 2 Bath.
unfurn, city schools,
central heat & air,
stove, fridge, dishwasher, W/D hookup.
2-car
garage, big
fenced
back yard,
Melrose Drive, Annual
lease $875, Tel
270-873-4791.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

MSU students welcome
3BR. 1 BA,
C/H/A,
detached
garage, W/D included.
year tease, no Pers.
lmi West of Murray city
limits on US 121 N.
$650/mo. $650/secunty deposit. Call Judy @
270-753-1718

nollandmotorSaleS com
270-753-4461
500
Used Trucks
02 GMC 210,000
miles. 4x4, extended
cab, good condition,
$7,000 firm.
270-293-8156

4BR, 2BA New furnace, well, & septic
98K 3414 Osborne
Rd.
436-2025
293-8062

mercial Prop
For Sale

Services Offered
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Beautiful brick home,
2,000sqft, 3BR, 3BA. 2
car garage, carport,
3acres, lake, 4MI to
Murray. $249,000.00.
731-247-6193

For Sale
Commercial Business

CLOSE to campus! 4
bedroom rental house.
References, 1 year
lease. Available immediately.
No
pets.
$750/mo
$750/dep
436-5085

We Finance

2.5 story bnck house
with barn on 8 scenic
acres. Price reduced
Call 293-7252 to view
2BR, 1BA on.68 aces
in Lynn Grove, C/H/A,
399 Rayburn Rd. 46K.
Call Katie @ Keller
Williams Experience
Realty 812-343-6978

M

3BR, 2BA, near Hazel
no pets
$500/mo
$400/dep.
770-461-1605

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Well established
small engine sales &
service repair
business in West KY

Large new 4BR brick in
North Villa. Class, all
hardwood, 2 heat &
cooling
units.
$230,000. Bids welcome. 753-5344

Serious inquiries

only
270-978-1187

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates.
SIR; Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

RETAIL Store in Hazel
SF
+/5000
$750.00/month.
270-492-8211

227-0587
All Carpentry Const
Remodel,
additons,
decks, vinyl siding,
home/ mobile home
repair
Larry Nimmo
753-0353,.̀
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
The Place to

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905..
Hazel Apartments, 1st
and Center St. Hazel
KY is taking applications for 1 & 2BR apts.
Must be elderly, handicapped, or disabled.
Rent based on income.
Equal housing opportunity. Call 270-527-1311
during regular business
hours. TDD 711
NEW apartment in
Hazel.
$550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-492-8211
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD e1-800-648-6056

3-5BR available now
Walking distance to
MSU. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9898

NEW Listing
3BR. 2BA
Energy Efficient
270-210-3781
270-559-2032

Pets & Supplies

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

DOG Obedience
(270)436-2858
Shih-Tzu
puppies
$150.00/EA. 492-8463

1
1

1

Need hay cut
705-2274

Subscribe to the

WOOD chips $30/ton
delivered. 978-1941

MURRAY

LEDGER&TIMES

WAREHOUSES

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S.4TH ST.
orner of 121 S. & tilendale.
10X10 $25 10x15 $40
(2701436-2524
(2701293-6906

NORTH WOOD
STORAGE
1302 Hillwoori
•6x2r
•6X24
•10X20
•10X24
(270)978-1107
(270) 978-1109

Ledger & Times
(270)753-1916

I.

KEY MINI
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray. KY 42071
270-753-5552

Start.... Murray

Home Delivery
Local Mail
4 allosiJ,i
430.00
.$30.00
3
mo.
mo.
6
$55.00
S55 00
$105.00 6 mo.
1 yr.
1 yr..-...........S105.00

%turn". I edger A rime, Igor
Housing Act Notice

All real estate advertised herein
subret to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which make, it
illegal to advertise anx preference, limitation or discnmination based on race, color. religion. set, handicap, familial status or national origin, or intention to make any such preference, limitations or disenminanon
State laws forbid discOmination
in the sale, rental or advertising
of real estate hases1 on tactors in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingls accept any
advertising for rear estate which
is.not in violation of the law All
persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunit\ basis
For turther assistance with Fair
Housing .Advernsing requirements. contact NAA Counsel
17031648-1001
Rene P

3 mo.

is

01111%.0
0••••,.0141,

1

Rest of KY/TN
(Pur,e40 A Barbarian;

6 mo.
1 yr.I Check
I
I
1
1
I

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 mo.
$96.00
$145.00
I yr.

Money Order

Visa

M/('

Name
,
St. Address
City
State
Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with pas mem ti
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
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Saturday, October 15th - 10:00 A.M.
"Mr. & Mrs. Chuck Hake" 1002 Wiswell Road
NVIIasor or-asar, Kim wait ma a=Ilk lor
In Murray At The Intersection Of 16th Street And Main, Take 16th Street
South 1 Mile To Wisewell Road."Hwy 1550', Proceed On Southwest 1 Mile!
NM
JD 6420 MFWD Tractor. 1600 Hrs, Power Quad. Left Hand Reverser w/640 Self
Leveling Loader, 3 Remotes. 18.4-38 R1 Rubber. 13.9-28 R1 Fronts, Front Fenders,
Air Comfort Seat, 8 Front Wts, Quick Hitch, SN V331673• Quick Attach Pallet Forks
• JD 4400 HST Utility 4x4 Tractor. 1200 Hrs w/430 Loader, 3 Pt Hitch, Rear 6 Mid
Mount Hydraulics Mid & Rear PTO. Turf Tires, SN H146258• JD 272 3 Pt Grooming
Mower • JD 72 Belly Mower • JD 455 Diesel Lawn Mower. 1150 Hrs w/60" Mulcher
Deck, SN C070790 • Woods F210 MowNMachine Diesel Lawn Mower. 1670 Hrs.
MX61 Front Deck, Vac Attachments • JO 3 Pt MX6 3 Pt Cutter • Rhino SR15
Hydraulic Fold Cuter • Kuhn EL 50N 3Pt Tiller • Bush Hog LLR-72 3 P1 Root Rake
• Bush Hog SBX720 Box Blade 6 • Gardner-Denver Diesel Engine Compressor. 190
CFM-100 PSI. Single Axle • Bumper Tow wtSand Blasting Attachment • 28 Blade
Cutting Disc. 11' • 1100 Gal Fuel Trailer w/12 Volt Pump,On JD 1065 4 Wheel
Gear•JD 10 Shank 3 Pt Chisel Plow • 5 Tine 3 Pt Ripper• 7 1/2. Double Cultipacker
• 2 Axle Heavy Duty 18' Bumper Hitch Traiter • Single Axle 8' Bumper Hitch Trailer
• Golf Cart Trailer • 48" And 24" Lawn Rollers • 200 Gal Poly Tank • 26 Gal Fence
Row Sprayer • Log Splitter • Large Shop Air Compressor • Miller 225 Thunder Bolt
Welder • Hand Tools • Mechanic Tools • Tool Cabinets • Shop Accessories

:ire-izistre-1:,..&-_---111111.1111

180' Free Standing Tubular Radio Tower. Coax, Antenna
E-Z Go Electric Golf Cart w/Utility Bed Box
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale... Bank Letters A Must
Vise* — maw, W %%_J .0
Sall - GO WWII
Four- 11F.'II cm.- lt IL/ W-111.8 23. CD a*au ills It /

JIANIES R. CASH
j

?'S AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
JC
R
i RC
"THE SELLING MACHINE"
Services Offered

7046 State Route 94 West
Murray, KY. 42071
N
Phone

270-435-4083
Farm Pick Up
Delivered or
Installed
Richard Price
cell 270-293-8035
Jeremy Workman
cell 270-978,-7812

TALE SLR v ICE
Insured Reliarl,
& Dependatc.
Free Estimah
Free Stump Remura.

KEY ROOFING,
PAINTING &
REMODELING
SS We will save
YOU money $$
Free Estimates
References

(270) 703-0978
(270)205-6063

Carpet & Floor
Covering
Sales & Instalkaion

(,allimore Electrical Contractors, LLC

Commercial/Residential
James C. Callimore
www.geelle.weebly.cont

(270) 759-0890
Services Offered

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
ww w.hillelectric.com
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
AAA HANDYMAN
All types of carpentry,
additions. decks
Hauling, clean up Junk
Garage, yards,
buildings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs experience
Anytime 767-9901
761-4386
ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions, Remodeling,
Roofing. Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs. workers comp
Insured.
227-261 7
ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Pumping.
excavator back hoe.
hauling. Accept major
credit cards 978-0343
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

Services Offered
EDWARDS
PLUMBING
Plumbing Repair
& Service
18 Years Experience
Senior & Military
Discounts
& Insureo
270-906-2072
278-293-5509
David K Edwards

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flight
Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

Visit Our Showroom
641 South 1.5 miles to
403 Torn Taylor Trail
753-7728
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT
oh too Big
Itio 1111011'
• \cis
• Remodeling
enscd & ItiNtitt (I
1
511 IS ork
(270) 226-5444

MITCHELL'S
LAWN &

LANDSCAPIN
Dirt Work
Dozer Work
Tractor Work
Bush Hogging

227-0906
R.EE ESTIMATES

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
*Asphalt Installation
.Seal coating &
striping

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501

*Trimming
*Removal
*Stump Gnnding
-Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
6" Continuous Gutters
Garage Door Sales
& Maintenance
Owner:
Greg Mansfield
(270)293-8480

v,r1
Hum's
MANUA \II \

Paving. Sealcoating
& Hauling
FO
'I RAN IS

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated

270-753-2279

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

From Drywall &
Painting to
Bathrooms &
Kitchens
Decks to Fencing
We Do It All'
No Job To Small'
270-873-9916
vt.cot our website
kentuckylake
remodeling corn

45 Years Experience

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
is TRUCKING

War Settle *ads
Installetion
& Repair
Dirt, Grovel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
ML Garage Doors.
Installation,
repair,
maintenance On doors
and operators.
270-293-2357

TREE Service
Tree Removal
Trimming
Stump Grinding
& More
Fully Insured
270-210-6267
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service and mowing
Licensed and insured.
24 hour emergency
assistance. Free estimates. Phone
436-2562, 227-0267

Free
Pallets
Loading

Dock of

Murray Ledger &
Times

First Come
First Serve

Please
ci Phone Callc

Need help
Promoting
your
Business?

Murray Ledger & Times
Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9r9 grid with
several given numbers The obtect is to place the numbers 1 to 9
in tie empty squares so Mai each row each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Concepts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

SUDOKU
Conceptis Sudoku

5

4

By Dave Green

72

9
1_

2
9 6

81

Call us we will
be glad to help.

3
6

Murray Ledger & Times

1

8 6 1
9 3 7
2 5 4
3 7 8
5 4 9
6 1 2

,
5
6

9
15

4
5
1
9
7
8

2
8
9
6
3

5
1 9 6 2 4

3
52

3
270-753-1916

Answer to previous puzzle

4 8 5 3 7
7 2 3 6 1

7
6
3
1
2
4
5
9
8

5 93
1 2 4
6 8 7
4,5
8 1_
7 3
3 7
2 6
9 4

2
6

9
8
1
5

8
5

3
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7
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MSU scholarship established for law students
Special to the Ledger
A new scholarship has been
established at Murray State
University to honor the political
contributions of Laura Ferguson
Waterfield and to encourage talented students to pursue studies
in the department of government, law and international
affairs at MSU. The first award
will be made in the Fall 2012
semester.
Established by Harry Lee
Waterfield II and the department
of government, law and international affairs, the Laura
Ferguson
Waterfield
Governmental
Studies
Scholarship is in memory of
Waterfield's mother. Harry Lee
Waterfield II is a member of the
Murray State board of regents
and has served on the MSU
Foundation board of trustees. He
is president, CEO and chair of
the board of Investors Heritage
Life Insurance Co. and Investors
Heritage Capital Corp. (formerly Kentucky Investors Inc.)
She was married to the late

Harry Lee Waterfield, who
served as lieutenant governor of
Kentucky on two separate occasions. He also served six terms
in the State House of
Representatives, with two of
those as House Speaker.
Waterfield met her husband
while attending' Murray State
Teachers -College in the 1930's.
Together, they had three children, RoseGayle Waterfield
Hardy, Nancy Waterfield Walton
and Harry Lee Waterfield II. Her
role extended far beyond that ofwife and mother. She was a consummate political cartipaigner _
and a gracious hostess for government and civic affairs.
When her husband organized
Investors ' Heritage
Life
Insurance Company,she became
the unofficial human relations
officer from 1960 until the time
of her death in 1991. She is
noted as a key ingredient in
shaping the friendly, caring attitude developed by the company
over the years. Their son, Harry

Lee, remembers that both family
and close friends always called
his mother "Munny."
"My family and I are proud to
have a scholarship established in
Munny's name," Harry Lee ll
said. "She was an integral part
of my father's success in farming, newspapers and life insurance. And she was certainly a
big asset to his political career.
She was a great campaigner. No
one shook hands better. As
natives of the Jackson Purchase,
my sisters and I are proud of the
Murray State University mission
- to
< serve the Purchase area. My
parents, Purchase natives, were
educated there, met there and
were always loyal supporters of
the university. This is a very special recognition for a special
lady."
The scholarship will be available to assist sophomore students who are majoring in political science, international affairs
or public administration. •
"Laura Ferguson Waterfield's

life was full of accomplishments
and it is a fitting tribute to her
memory that now her family has
established a scholarship for
sophomore students who are
pursuing a major in political science, international affairs or
public administration. This
scholarship benefits the department by helping it attract and
retain majors. The students, in
turn, find support early in their
academic careers for their interest in governmental affairs
allowing them to make. as Laura
Ferguson Waterfield did, a lasting contribution to their community, state and nation," said Dr.
Lillian Daughaday,interim chair
of the department of government, law and international
affairs.
Contributions to the Laura
Ferguson
Waterfield
Governmental
Studies
Scholarship can be made by
contacting Tina Bernot in the
MSU office of development at
809-3250 or at cbernot@murraystate.edu.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Reach out for others at
a distance. You can straighten
out a problem late this afternoon,
after you rethink everyone's
reactions. When you understand
where others are coming from,
you can find a mutually acceptable solution. Tonight: Have an
imaginative brainstorming ses-

project. The more comfortable
others are, the better the results
will be. Tonight: Let go and relax.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** Settle in and get as much
work done as possible. You
could get a visit or a call that cardes a very special message with
it. You might want to escape the
situation or wherever you are to
contact a special person.
Tonight: Happily head home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Others want to tap into
your unusual creativity. Even
when using your imagination.
you harness any idea with practical application. You see both
simultaneously. Encourage others to process things as you do.
Tonight: Go for fun and games.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** You might want to retreat
some. Tap into some of your
imaginative flights of fancy.

Whether looking to a new idea to
revitalize your life or thinking of
how to spend more time working
at home, you enjoy the slow
pace. Tonight: Order in.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Listen to news with a
grain of salt. Recognize an element of confusion surrounding a
talk. Keep putting out your ideas.
Return calls; schedule meetings.
A boss enjoys tapping into your
suggestions. Tonight: Catch up
on a friend's news.

Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Wednesday, Oct. 12, 2011:
This year you have the ability to
draw in others, whether as a
group or individually. With this
high level of charisma, you can
manifest nearly any goal you
want. Your imagination spins
quite a tune. If you are single,
you have no excuse not to develop a relationship, other than
having too many choices. If you
are attached, the two of you
have an opportunity to relate far
more closely. In general, allow
others to state an issue but relate
it intensely. Your openness is
much admired. TAURUS helps
you to be more practical.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Today is a mixed bag, no
matter how vigorous or creative
you might be. In the late afternoon, eye a financial change
much more openly. Clearly, you
and another person have very
different ideas about an investment. Tonight: Your treat.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** Don't worry if you need to
take a backseat or deal with a
situation differently. Your perspective changes radically, as
you and someone seem to be at
odds. Listen to why this person
thinks the way he or she does.
Play with his or her ideas, as well
as your own. Tonight: Feeling
great.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** Use the daylight hours to
move on a key interest or head
in a new direction. You could discover just how awkward a friend
or associate might feel. Stay on
top of your decisions, knowing
full well the end result. Tonight:
Play it low-key.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** You might be more
exposed than you would like.
Understanding evolves if you
relax and are prepared for the
next phase of a project. You
might need to explain your logic
and why you are pursuing a specific course. Tonight: Where the
crowds are.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You will want to handle
your responsibilities but bypass
any extra ones. Several associates inspire you with their ideas.
Once more, you decide to hold
off. You will want to mull over this
issue during the next few weeks.
Tonight. A must appearance

by Jacqueline Bigar

sion.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Be willing to express
your concerns and ideas.
Someone responds in kind.
Together you not only discover
how much you have in common
but also how you can come up
with even better solutions.
Tonight: Talk over dinner.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Defer to another person,
understanding what will happen
if you let go and relax. A meeting
could be the source of many new
ideas and could give birth to a

BORN TODAY
TV correspondent Chris Wallace
(1947), track star Marion Jones
(1975), actress Susan Anton
(1950)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2011 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

SBG
REAL PROPERTY PROFESSIONALS
12:2
11189 State Route 94 East
•

Charm, dignity, and character best describe this 2 bedroom. 2
bath brick home setting on 2 acres! The beautiful sun room on
this home just invites you to come in and enjoy the sun and
relax. Home has many updates including a new heating & air
unit in 2007, new well in 2006. new propane tank in 2010,and
many more. Beautifully wooded yard provides shady comfort
while your relaxing in the yard. Once you see this home you
will want to own it, so don't let this one get away.

270.753.9999

Ryan
Stanger

See this house and many more
at www.sbgproperty.com
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JARVI.S
VISION CENTER

Dr. Reed Jarvis
1208 Johnson Blvd.• Murray
759-1429
Monday - Friday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm
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